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ABSTRACT
x
Automatic flare and decrab control laws were developed for NASA's experi-
mental Twin Otter. This light wing loading STOL aircraft was equipped with
,ii •ect lift control wing spoilers to enhance flight path control. Automatic
±anding control laws that made use of the spoilers were developed, evaluated 	 t
in a simulation and the results compared with these obtained for configurations
that did not use DLC. The spoilers produced a significant improvement in per-
formance. A simulation that could be operated faster than real time in order to
provide statistical landing data for a large number of landings over a wide
	 t
spectrum of disturbances in a short time was constructed and used in the evaluation
and refinement of control law configurations. A longitudinal control law that
had been previously developed and evaluated in flight was also simulated and its
performance compared with that of the control laws developed in this study. Run-
way alignment control laws were also defined, evaluated and refined to result in 	 t
a final recommended configuration. Good landing performance, compatible with
Category III operation into STOL runways, was obtained.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY
1.1 INTRODUCTION
The Ames research center of NASA conducted a series of investigations
to generate and verify through ground based simulation and flight research
a a.-ta base to aid in the design and certification of advanced short takeoff
and landing (STOL) aircraft. A modified de Havilland Canada DHC-8, Twin Otter,
with direct lift wing spoilers was evaluated as a representative light wing
loading STOL aircraft. The Augmentor Wing Jet STOL research airplane and the
Quiet Short-Haul Research Aircraft (QSRA) are representatives of the propulsive
lift technology. One portion of this program is concerned with obtaining techni-
cal information on automatic landing systems for STOL aircraft including flight
path control performance and touchdown state dispersion in the presence of en-
vironmental disturbances. As part of this program, Lear Siegler's Astronics
Division developed automatic landing control laws for these experimental
aircraft. The results of Lear Siegler's Twin Otter work are presented in this
report and previous studies are documented as References 1, 2 and 3.
The technology for the development and certification of Category III auto-
matic landing systems for conventional takeoff and landing (CTOL) jet transports
is well developed and documented, as noted in References 4 to 6 for one commer-
cial aircraft and Reference 7 for the FAA requirements. No ccmparable technology
exists for automatic landing systems for STOL airplanes.
The objective of the automatic landing work reported here is to gain under-
standing of the problems impacting the design of light wing loading short-haul
airplanes that are to be landed automatically on STOL runways in adverse weather
conditions. This understanding was attained by a limited coverage of important
elements that are normally included in the certification process of a CAT III
automatic landing system for CTOL airplanes with major emphasis on fault-free
performance. The control law development concentrated on the final approach to
touchdown phase of the landing.
Several longitudinal automatic landing control laws, with and without the
use of the DLC spoilers, were developed as part of this study and their perfor-
mance with atmospheric disturbances and landing aid noise was evaluated deter-
ministically and statistically in a simulation. Another longitudinal control
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law that had been defined independently of this study and evaluated in flight
was evaluated in the simulation for comparison against the newly developed
control laws. Lateral and directional control laws were also defined during
this study and evaluated in the simulation.
1.2 SUMMARY
This report describes the development of a family of automatic landing
system control laws and shows that this type of control law is capable of
meeting requirements like those applied by the FAA to CTOL automatic landing
systems. The results presented in this report are derived from simulation.
The report contains seven sections describing the development and evalluation
-of the automatic landing control laws. Section 2 is a brief description of the
Twin Otter Airplane, the STOL approach conditions, the airplane's controls and
its avionic system. Section 3 describes the design and evaluation process em-
ployed in this program. Section 4 contains a detailed description of the final
longitudinal and lateral control laws that emerged from this program. Section 5
describes the longitudinal landing performance results that were obtained in
the simulation. It provides data for the deterministic and stochastic perfor-
mance of the control laws that were evaluated. Section 6 describes the simula-
tion landing perfo rmance results for the lateral/directional axis. The impact
of various error sources is analyzed and tradeoff studies leading to the final
recommended control law are described. The conclusions derived from this work
are presented in Section 7. Appendix A is a summary of airframe, controllers,
sensors and disturbance mathematical models that were used in the simulation.
Appendix B contains backup data for the longitudinal simulation results that
are presented in Section 5 and Appendix C contains backup data for the lateral/
directional results of Section 6.
2.0 THE RESEARCH AIRPLANE AND THE APPROACH CONDITION
A three view drawing of the experimental OHC-6, Twin Otter, is shown as
Figure 2-1. The airplane had been originally designed as a light wing loading
STOL airplane and therefore ,he only major airframe modification in the experi-
mental version was the incorporation of the wing spoilers that are shown in
Figure 2-1.
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The nominal londinq approach condition of the Twin Otter is com pared in
Table 2-I with that of the Auqmentor Winq Research Aircraft which is a powered
lift STOL airplane and the Lockheed L-1011 which is a t ypical examole of a CTOL
transport airplane.
TABLE 2-I STOL VERSUS CTOL LANDING APPROACH CONDITIONS
AUG WING TWIN OTTER L-1011
Ai,-,.j-ed, kt 70 70 135
Gliae Slope Angle, de-sq 7.5 6.0 2.75
Thru .-t Inclination, deg 90 50 0
Wing Loadinq N1m2 (psf) 2378 (49.7) 1?54	 (26.2) 4359	 (91.1)
Approach Lift Coefficient 3.0 1.5 1.5
Approach/Full Thrust, percent 85 10 25
Lift, Aerodynamic,	 percent 40 100 100
Cold Flow,	 percent 40 0 0
Hot Thrust,	 percent v 0 0
NOTE: These numbers are representative and approximate; they are qiven in order to
highli ght the differences between the three aircraft rather than to provide
exact data for each one.
The slow and stee p approach is common to both STOL aircraft and it is in
contrast with the fast and shallow a pproach of the CTOL airplane. The liaht wino
loadinq Twin Otter, like. the L-1011, derives essentially all its lift from
aerodynamic sources, flies at a conventional lift coefficient value and with a low
power setting. The relatively high thrust inclination of the Twin Otter is a
result of the propeller flow actinq on the winq and fla p . Unlike the Aucrentor
Wing, the Twin Otter o perates on the front side of the power curve at 1.3 times the
stall s peed and therefore the conventional control techni que of using the elevator
for flight path control and throttle for s peed is effective for this airplane.
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The spoilers shown in Figure 2-1 are the only non standard control on the
Twin Otter. Each wing has a total of six panels, three on the u pper surface and
three on the lower one. The four inboard panels modulate lift and drag and the two
outboard spoilers enhance roll control but were not used in this study. Of the
four lift/drag spoilers, onl y the outboard uo per panel was used since it was the
most effective one. Flight tests show that the inner up per panel interacts with
the horizontal tail and causes excessive buff ettinq and the lower panels have
iittla aerodynamic effect. When used, the soot1ers are biased at 20 0
 and the
airs peed +s increased b y four knots (to 75 knots at nominal wei ght) to compensate
for the attendant increase in stall s peed. The s poilers can he modulated hetween
zero and 400 in the ;Aide slope track phase, providing a direct lift control (DLC)
authorit y of ±().13 n. A. buffetti ng tendency is associated with spoiler def 1 ecti ons
of more than 40 0
 but durinq the flare, deflections u p to sn° are allowed.
i.ateral/directional control is conventional with ailerons for roll and rudder
for yaw.
1; ,e airplane is ecuipped with the STOLAND digital avionics system (Reference
8) provi di nq versatile navi gation, guidance, control and dis play functions.
During the first test period, two successive microwave landing s ystems were
used for approach q ui dance, providing azimuth, elevation and distance information.
The first of these was an experimental s ystem called MODILS which had narrow
azimuth coverage and a relatively granular azimuth signal. The second was a
protot ype of the microwave landinq s ystem that has been adaoted by the Federal
Aviation Administration.
3.0 DESIGN AND EVALUATION METHODS
3.1	 SIMULATION
The development of a simulation allow.nq the collection of automatic landing
perform ante with &,terministic and stochastic disturbances is an imaortant part of
the certification process of a Category III automatic landin g s ystem for , CTOL
aircraft, as described in References 1 through F. Such a simulation of the Twin
Otter was developed for thi study as a major design and evaluation tool for
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the control laws that were developed as part of this study. This simulation was
also used for the evaluation of longitudinal control laws that were developed
imependently of this study. The best available airframe data were used in the
simulation but a rigorous correlation between the simulation and flight test
results was not included in this study. Also, the control laws that were developed
during this study were not evaluated in flight as a result of flight time
constraints. Thus, all landing performance results that are given in this report
were obtained from the simulation.
The simulation that was used as the major tool for synthesizing and
evaluating the automatic landing control laws was designed to operate ten times
faster than real time in order to allow the collection of statistical data.
Mathematical models of the airfr&r,, controllers, sensors and the environment were
assembled and used in the simulation. The normal set of uncoupled, linearized,
small perturbation equations of motion were used in separate longitudinal and
13teral simulations. Longitudinal dyn,-.nics were included in the lateral simulation
to the extent necessary to account for the ground speeds associated with different
headwinds. Lift, pitching moment, and drag variation due to ground effects were
also included. Controller dynamics were modeled, including rate and position
limits. Sensor dynamics and error models which contribute to landing dispersions
were also included, such as radar altimeter dynamics and offsets, and dynamic and
static vertical gyro and accelerometer errors. MLS noise was modeled and included
in the simulation. Winds, shears and Uurbulence consistent with the definitions in
the FAA Advisory Circular 20-57A (Reference 1) were used.
For statistical data collection, the simulation was run in fast time
repetitive operation mode, starting at 152.4 m (500 ft) above the runway with the
a'Irplane stabilized on tine glide slope or localizer, and terminating at touchdown.
The 30.5 meters (100 foot) approach window states were recorded, as were the
touchdown states: vertical and lateral velocity, touchdown point on the runway,
and pitch, roll and heading angles. Data were taken for various levels of
environmental disturbances, arl system errors, covering a wider range than possible
in flight. Probability distributions were generated for all touchdown state
variables.
Appendix A contains a detailed description of the models used in the
simulation.
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3.2 THE STOL RUNWAY
The Twin Otter was flown by NASA Ames Research Center at Crows Landing Naval
Auxiliary Landing Field (HALF) in California. The flight test landin gs were made
on a simulated 518.3 by 30.5 meters (1700 by 100 feet) STOL runwa y with houndaries
painted, in accordance with Reference 9, on a longer and wider runway. The runway
geometry is shown in Figure 3-1. The S° Glide Path Interce pt Point is 71.6 meters
(235 ft) beyond the threshold. All landing distance results in this re port are
referenced to the GPIP.
The marked touchdown zone extends from 19.8 m (95 ft) to 80.8 m (265 ft)
be yond the GPIP.
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Figure 3- 1. STOL Runway Geometry
3.3 LANDING PERFORMANCE OVERVIEW
A one siTa landing dispersion summary, com paring results obtained from
simulation with limiting shear winds, moderate turbulence and beam noise for the
Twin Otter with comparable Augmentor Wing results, is given in Table 3-I. The two
aircraft differ si gnificantl y in their method of control in the loi gitudinai plane
but are similarly controlled in the lateral/directional axis. The landing
performance results are quite similar, however, in both axes.
Limiting winds refer to the limit  values cons i derEd in the atmospheric
disturbance model described in Ap pendix A; i.e., 25 kt headwinds and in kt
tailwinds to gether with corresponding values of turhulence and shear. These levels
should result in rather conservative estimates of aircraft dis persion Hue to this
source but the y provide a useful basis of com parison of oerfnrmance between
diff erent aircraft and/or control s ystems.
Z_1
TABLE 3-I ONE SIGMA LANDING DISPERSION SUMMARY
TWIN OTTER
	
AUG WING
DLC	 NO DLC
	
DLC	 NO DLC
h m/sec (fps) 0.213	 (0.10)	 0.320	 (1.05) 0.229	 (0.75)	 0.381	 (1.25)
X m	 (ft) 30.5	 (100)	 36.6	 (120) 32.0	 (105)	 47.2	 (155)
e	 deg 0.45	 0.42 0.37	 0.45
y	 m	 (ft) 1.49	 (4.9) 1.28	 (4.2)
y	 m/sec	 (fps) 0.26	 (0.85) 0.15	 (0.50)
41y	 deg 0.75 1.05
m	 deg 1.0 1.3
NOTES:
1) The results shown are the dispersion between the mean and the one sigma point.
2) Simulation data with 70% limiting shearing headwind, 30% limiting shearing tail-
wind, the corresponding moderate turbulence, and beam noise.
3) Twin Otter longitudinal results are for the constant flare height low (lain
configuration, as defined in Section 5. Three and Two Control Augmentor wing
results are given, as described in Reference 1.
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Sink rate and range control for both aircraft benefit from the use of
direct lift control. The Augmentor Wing no DLC longitudinal performance is
20% to 30% worse than the comparable Twin Otter results. Without DLC, flight
path angle is controlled with thrust for the high wing loading Augmentor Wing
airplane, and with attitude for the light wing loading Twin Otter. The results
suggest that the latter is more effective for sink rate and range control.
With DLC, both aircraft have similar performance as their control bandwidths
are equalized. Pitch attitude dispersion is,somewhat surprisingly,similar
for the two airplanes. Lateral results are also similar,with the Augmentor
Wing being somewhat better in lateral displacement and velocity whereas the
Twin Otter is aligned more accurately with the runway heading with somewhat
less rol l activity.
The Twin Otter landing performance results are described in detail in
Section 5 for the longitudinal axis and in Section 6 for the lateral. Aug-
mentor Wing results are given in Reference 1.
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4.0
	 DESCRIPTION OF CONTROL LAWS
Two sets of control laws for automatic glide slo pe track and flare were
ev:,l uated in this study. One set was defined as Dart of the .work re ported here and
c utilizes a constant flare initiation  hei qht and closed loon oath control about a
oredetPrmined Ditch trajector y command. The other set had been defined prior to
this study and it uses a variable flare height and predictive Ditch and elevator
commands in addition to the closed loop control. The variable flare hei ght control
laws were evaluated in flight and in simulation whereas the constant flare height
mechanization was evaluated in simulation only. Roth sets of control laws were
evaluated with and without the use of the OLC spoilers. Both control laws are
described in Section d .l. Evaluation results are given in Section S.
Control laws for automatic 1ovalizer track and runwa y alionment were also
defined and evaluated in simulation as Dart of this study. The final confiquration
that emer ged from tradeoff studies is described here in Section 4.2. Tradeoff
studies and evaluation results are oresented in Section F.
4.1 GLIDE SLOPE TRACK AND FLARE
4,1.1	 CONSTANT FLARE HEIGHT
The constant flare height longitudinal control laws that have been rievelooed
for the Twin Otter as part of this studv are shown in the hl ock di a grmn of F i oure
4-1 and the numerical values of qai ns an constants are defined in Table d -1. A
conventional, front side of the Dower curve, control techniouP is used on this
light wine loadinq STOL airolane. The elevator is used for the control of flight
Dath angle as well as attitude stabilization and control. The throttles are used
for s peed control. The DLC spoilers, when used, assist in the control of fliaht
Dath angle.
Four filters are used to smooth inputs into the control law in order to
reduce noise induced control activity. The block diagrams of the filters are aiven
in Figure d -2. Raw airs peed is blended with lon qitudinal acceleration in a
com plementary filter to produce a smoothed estimate of airsoeed which is used to
drive the throttles. Raw slide slo pe error, com outed from elevation and ranqe
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TABLE 4-I LONGITUDINAL GAINS AND CONSTANTS
CONSTANT FLARE HEIGHT
GAINS WITH SPOILERS WITHOUT SPOILERS
Kg deg/deg/sec 1.0 1.0
Ke deg/deg 2.0 2.0
KeI deg/sec/deg 0.50 0.50
Kh deg/m/sec (deg/fps) 3.28	 (1.0) 3.28 (1.0)
Khe deg/m/sec t (deg/fps 2 ) 0.656	 (0.2) 0.656 (0.2)
KhIp
( de
mesecec
/sec) 0.656	 (0.2) 0.656 (0.2)
K m/sec/m	 (fps/ft) 0.50 0.50
KhI m/sec2/m (fps 2/ft) 0.050 0.050
K
u
cm/kt	 (in/kt) 0.323	 (0.127) 0.323 (0.127)
KUI cm/sec/kt 	 (in/sec/kt) 0.0323	 (0.0127) 0.0323 (0.0127)
KhT cm/m/sec	 (in/fps) 2.50	 (0.30) 2.50 (0.30)
KSP deg/m/sec	 (deg/fps) 22.97	 (7.0) 0
KhS m sec	
(fps/fps 2 ) 0.50 -
KhO - 0.20 0
CONSTANTS
hGS m (ft) 30.48 (100) 30.48 (100)
hTFL
m (ft) 12.19 (40) 18.29 (60)
h3FL m (ft) 15.24 (50) 15.24 (50)
h FL m (ft) 12.19 (40) 12.19 (40)
hTCF m (ft)
12.19 (40) 9.14 (30)
hTp m/sec (fps) 0.853 (2.8) 1.219 (4.0)
c
'TD
de 9 4.5 3.5
c
4 F kt -14.8 -14.8
TIME CONST-,..ITS
Taw®
;f-c	 15.0	 15.0
Th	 SIVc	 0.10	 0.10
Tswo	
Sac	 5.0	 -
TSP	 sec	
0.5	 -
LeLIM ' ±
10 0 @ h ' hpFl
*10° or -10
h
- @ h < h3FL
aFL
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information, is combined with washed out normal acceleration in another comple-
mentary filter to produce an estimate of deviation from the glide-slope. A
simple 0.1 second first order lag is used to filter the output of the radio
altimeter and to derive sink rate. The derived sink rate is blended with
washed out normal acceleration and the resultant sink rate signal is used in
the flare.
Pitch attitude and rate feedbacks to the elevator are used for attitude
stabilizaticn and control (, 7 igure 4-1). A pitch -error integrator is used to
maintain elevator trim. Smoothed glide-slope error is summed with the output
of the glide-slope integrator to produce a sink rate error ►-hick is summed
with washed out and lagged normal acceleration and commands attitude corrections.
Washed out normal acceleration and raw glide slope error are used as inputs to
the glide slope integrator such that it provides glide slope damping and helps
to null the steady state error. While in the glide slope track mode, the radio
altimeter based sink rate signal is subtracted ahead of the flare scheduler and
added past it. Since this scheduler is at unity gain prior to flare the net
result is that this path has no effect on the system. Attitude reference is
generated by the sink rate error integrator while in the glide slope track
mode. A transition from the glide slope track to the flare mode occurs be-
tween a gear height of b^ (30.48 m or 100 ft) and h 9^ (15.24 m or 50 ft).
The glide slope error signal is faded out and the airplane maintains the ylide
slope sink rate. At 
hOR 
an attitude change is commanded linearly with de-
creasing altitude from the approach to the touchdown value, as shown in Figure
4-3. The rotation arrests the sink rate and puts the airplane in a N roper touch-
down attitude. Through the flare, derived sink-rate is transitioned linearly
with decreasing altitude from glide slope to radar altimeter based information,
minimizing the impact of terrain irregularities. A straight line i11h profile from
the existing pre-flare sink-rate to the desired touchdown value is commanded in
the flare as shown in Figure 4-3. This results in an exponential flare, the
time constant of which is proportional to the slope of the h/h line. The flare
height is constant at 12.19 m (40 ft). The pre-flare sink-rate varies with the
wind conditions, resulting in a flare time that is shorter with tailwind than
with headwind. This variation in flare time tends to compensate for wind in-
duced touchdown position dispersion. Without spoilers, a constant touchdown
sink rate command of 1.219 m/sec (4.0 fps) is used. With spoilers, however,
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the flare scheduler qain at touchdown is non zero (kho it 0.2, as shown in Table
4 -I) and consequently an incremented touchdown sink rate command, that is a
function of pre-flare sink rate, is introduced. The sink rate error is used to
modulate the linear pitch attitude command that is shown in Fiqure 4-3. The
allowed nose down command is reduced from -I0 0 at Ditch flare heiqht to zero at
touchdown, as indicated by AALIM in Figure 4-1 and Table 4-I.
The throttles are used to maintain the a pproach airs peed while trackinq the
glideslooe. A s peed reduction command is applied durinq the flare, increasinq
linearl y with decreasing hei ght. Sink rate error is cross fed to the throttles
durinq the flare in order to enhance vertical control and com pensate for the
limited ability to use nose down commands close to the ground.
When the OLC spoilers are used they are driven with a blend of sink rate
error and washed out and laqqed normal acceleration. The s poilers are used for
short term fliqht oath an g le corrections both in glide slo pe track and flare. The
spoilers allow a faster modulation of normal acceleration th, ­ Ditch chances do and
therefore the y allow an increase of s ys Cem handwi dth and im prove the rejection of
disturbances. In glide slo pe track, the s poiler command is heina washed out with a
five second time constant in order to preserve their full d ynamic range to counter
rapid disturbances while handlinq slew trim changes with Ditch attitude. In the
flare, the s poiler washout is eliminated such that the full available spoiler lift
modulation capability can be used and held if needed.
4.1.2	 VARIABLE FLARE HEIGHT
The variable flare heiqht control law had been designed prior to this study,
excludinq the spoiler control. It has been tested and refined in flight. One task
of this study called for simulating this control law in order to evaluate its
performance in com parison with the constant flare height control law. Also, the
s poiler control law that had been develo ped in this stud y for the constant flare
height malchanization was adapted and tested in flight with the variable flare
height s ystem. Elevator and throttle control of the variahlP flare heiaht law are
defined b y the block diagram ^f Fiatire 4 -4. The s poiler control for this s ysta+m is
shown in Fiqure 4 -9 and the numerical values of the associated aains and constants
are defined in Table 4-II.
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The allocation of controllers is the same as in the previously described
constant flare height control law The elevator is used for attitude stabilization
and control and for flight path angle control. The throttles are used to maintain
airspeed while tracking the glide slope. The spoilers assist in controlling flight
pas:: angle when used. Pitch attitude and rate are used as feedbacks to the
elevator for oitch stabilization. The elevator gain is scheduled with dynamic
p ressure ar!d the elevator and pitch rate qai ns are hi aher in the flare  than in
glide slope track, as can be seen in Figure 4-4. Smoothed glide slope error, its
intearal and estimated alide slope rate generate pitch attitude commands to track
the glide sl,._n-. At flare, the last glide slooe track p itch command is held and
retained. Fe ..e at °itude commands cane from two sources.
	 cla;ed loop command,
J*
c , control 1 i nj sink rate as a function of gear height and a predictive
command, ep, that is proportional to the difference between the commanded
touchdown attitude and the a pproach attitude and is increased linearl y with
decreasing altitude. A direct predictive elevator command, 6ep is also
'computed based on the difference between the commanded touchdown attitude and the
pre-flare attitude, pre-flare airspeed and ground speed, as shown ; n Figure 4-4.
F 1 are height is com puted as a function of sink rate as shown in Figure 4-4.
An increase in flare height with tailwind is computed using the ratio of airspeed
to groundspeed. Flare height as a function of sink rate is given in Figure 4-6.
One line is shown for headwind or zero wind and another one for a 10 knot steady
tailwind. The closed loop commanded flare trajectories for a 25 knot steady
headwind, zero headwind, and a 10 knot steady tailwind are also shown in Figure
4-6. These trajectories are the loci of 9" _ 0. Above the traj ectory a nose
down command is com puted and below the trajectory nose u p is commanded. The
commanded touchdown sink rate is constant at 0.686 m/sec (2.25 f ps). The nominal
--e-flare sink rate for an a pproach s peed of 71 knots and a slide slo pe of 60 is
also shown in Figure 4-6 for a 25 knot steady headwind, zero headwind and 10 knots
steady tailwind. In all cases flare height is above th e commanded closed loon
trajectory. This is done in order to allow time to " turn the corner" and minimize
the undershoot of the sink rate trajectory. The initial rotation is provided by
the pitch dnd elevator predict terms while 9r is inhibited durin q the initial
1.5 seconds of the flare if nose down is beinq conm anded, as shown in Fiqure 4-4.
A transition from the flare height line to the closed loo p control line is computed
through use of the "flare switch" circuit shown in Figure 4-4. 9"'
c
 is faded in
at flare initiation. The gain from 9^ to pitch attitude is proportional to
a-11
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the ratio between pre-flare ground speed to airs peed. Below 3.81 m (12.5 ft)
higher gain is used for nose up commands than for nose down. Vertical acceleration
feedback is added to the pitch command during flare to improve damping.
During glide slope track the throttles are used to control airs peed. An open
loop throttle trim position is supplied from trim tables. Filtered airs peed error,
the integral of raw airspeed error and longitudinal acceleration are summed to
provide a closed loop throttle command. At flare, this command is held constant
and a constant rate retard is computed from pre-flare sink rate and airspeed. The
fact that the throttles are not used actively through the flare is considered as a
disadvantage of this mechanization in comparison with the constant flare height
control law.
When the spoilers are used they are biased to 20 0 . As in the constant flare
height control law, they are used to provide rapid short term flight path angle
corrections. While tracking the glide slope, filtered glide slope error, estimated
glide slope deviation rate and washed out vertical acceleration are summed with the
appropriate gains to generate the spoiler command (Figure 4-5). This command is
washed out with a 3 second time constant in order to maintain the full stead y state
lift modulation capability. At flare, the glide slo pe command is faded out and the
flare command, made of AC . and washed out vertical acceleration, is faded in.
The flare command to the :spoilers is not washed out.
4.2 LOCALIZER TRACK AND RUNWAY ALIGNMENT
The sensitivity to external disturbances and lar ge crab angles tvpical of
STOL aircraft places stringent demands on the design of the automatic landing
system. The accurate control of aircraft position and heading required just prior
to touchdown makes the runway alignment the most critical phase of the lateral
landing control problem. Several candidate control laws were develooed as oart of
this stud y and evaluated by simulation. All the control laws developed in this
study used toward slip for runway alignment because this technique was determined
to be superior in a study that had been done for the Auqmentor Wing Aircraft
(Reference 3). Tradeoffs were made in other areas and the results are presented in
Section 6. The control law that produced the best results is described in this
F
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section. Figure 4-7 is a block diagram of the localizer track and runwa y alignment
control law. The numerical values of the associated qai ns and constants are
defined in Table 4-III. Roll control on the Twin Otter air plane is conventional
with the control wheel mechanically linked to the ailerons. The lateral control
law output commands a wheel position for roll control. Raw localizer lateral
displacement computed from azimuth angle deviation and range, is blended with cross
tr;.ck acceleration in a complementary filter. The estimated localizer  deviation
and its rate are used to command bank angle. Additional pseudo rate is provided by
filtering cross track acceleration with a 20 second first order lag. This helps
reduce MLS beam noise induced control activity . The yaw rate, lateral acceleration
and bank angle command signals are fed through gains and summed to drive the rudder
for yaw stability au gmentation and turn coordination. Yaw rate and rudder position
command cross fed to the wheel are used to minimize the de gradation of localizer
tracking accurac y due to the airplane'	 -!pounced dihedral effect.
A forward slip maneuver is used for runway alignment. Regi nni ny at an
altitude of a5.7 m (150 ft), an alion command is switched into the yaw axis. This
reference heading command is reduced from the heading error existin g at alignment
initiation to zero at 15.2 m (r0 ft), vieldinq an ali gnment rate which is a
function of both initial heading error and aircraft sink-rate. The error from the
commanded heading trajectory is integrated to maintain the steady rudder recuired
during alignment. In the roll axis, the beam computations  are maintained to guide
the vehicle along the desired horizontal oath, with increased pseudo cross track
rate qain for better control. Wing down compensation is provided by inserting
cross track acceleration and bank angle through a one second lag and a ±5° limit.
This results in a one second washout on the roll attitude feedback within the ±50
bank limit which allows roll attitude to reach the value needed to null the cross
track acceleration. The 5° alignment limit is am ple for steady crosswind levels
higher than the 15 knot specifed by the FAA as the limiting case (Reference 7), and
minimizes the potential for lar ge touchdown bank angles. If the limit is exceeded,
the vehicle will maintain a small crab angle.
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TABLE 4-III LATERAL GAINS AND CONSTANTS
GAINS
Ks deg/deg/sec 0.25
Ko deg/deg 4.0
Koi deg/sec/deg 0.1
KYA
deg/m/sect (deg/fps 2 ) 5.84 (1.78)
5L deg/m/sect. (deg/fps2 ) 1.23 (0.375)
KYLo deg/m/sect (deg/fps 2 ) 1.23 (0.375)
SL
deg/m/ser; (deg/fps) 0.820 (0.25)
KYL deg/m (deg/ft) 0.197 (0.06)
KLIM deg/sec/deg 10.0
KYI deg/sec/m (deg/sec/ft) 0.0033 (0.001)
KrCF
deg/deg/sec 4.0
K6CF deg/deg 0.5
Kay deg/m/sect (deg/fps 2 ) 5.38 (1.64)
KR deg/deg/sec 2.14
KrL deg/deg/sec 4.0
Ky,L
deg/deg 0.75
KpIL
deg/sec/deg 0.10
CONSTANTS
hALN
m (ft) 45.72 (150)
ho m (ft) 15.24 (50)
!AL IM
deg t5.0
YLIM m/sect	fps2 ±0.975 (±3.2)
iCLIM deg/sec ±3.0
0CLIM deg ±5.0
ILIM deg t2.0
RLIM deg/sec t4.0
RANT
m (ft) (5.97) (19.6)
Lacc
m (ft) 0.706 (2.31)
TIME CONSTANTS
T i sec 50.0
T2 sec 1.0
T 3 sec 20.0
T4 sec 0.10
T 5 sec 5.0
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5.0 LONGITUDINAL PERFORMANCE
The major thrust of this study was to develop automatic landing control laws
for the Twin Otter STOL airplane and to evaluate the performance of these control
laws in a fast time simulation that allows the collection of statistical data based
on a large number of landings. The performance results of the simulation were used
to refine the control laws in order to o ptimize their performance. This section
describes the results obtained from this fast time simulation.
The constant flare height control law, described in Section 4.1.1 was
developed and evaluated as part of this study with and without the use of DLC
spoilers. The variable flare height control law, describ ei in Section 4.1.2 had
been developed independently of the work re ported here and it has been tested in
fliqht and refined by NASA. This control law has been implemented in the fast time
simulation and its performance was evaluated and compared with that of the constant
flare height law. The results of the simulation evaluation are described in the
following sections.
5.1 EVALUATED CONFIGURATIONS
A tota l of six glide slope track and flare control 1.,i configurations have
been implemented in the simulation and evaluated during this study as shown in
Table 5-I.
TABLE 5-I EVALUATED CONFIGURATIONS
FLARE HEIGHT GAINS SPOILERS FLOWN
1)	 Variable Low No Yes
2)	 Variable Low Yes Yes
3)	 Constant High No No
4)	 Constant High Yes No
5)	 Constant Low No No
6)	 Constant Low Yes No
.,I
Initially, only two constant flare height configurations were developed (items
3, 4 in the Table). The variable flare height configurations, however, used
lower gains in some paths and therefore the low gain constant flare height
configurations (items 5 and 6 in the Table) were defined and evaluated in order
to allow to differentiate between performance benefits that result from control
law structure and these that are derived from higher gains. The high gain con-
stant flare height system may be somewhat unrealistic since it has not been
flown and the simulation math models are probably more benign than the real
airplane. The low gain constant flare height configuration, however, uses
gains that are equal or lower than these used in the variable flare height con-
figuration (which was tested in flight) and therefore it is very likely to be
realizable. The high gain constant flare height configuration is defined in
Section 4.1.1. It's block diagrams are given in Figures 4-1 and 14-2. Table 5-II
defines the numerical values of the gains and constants of the high gain and the
low gain constant flare height control laws. The time constants, as given in
Table 4-I, are common to both variants. The high gain constant flare height
system uses the same gains for glide slope track and for flare. The variable
flare height system uses higher gains for flare in some paths. Therefore, in
the low gain constant flare height configuration gains are switched in order
to match the variable flare height values. Table 5-III compares gains of all
six configurations in all the paths. The gain of pitch rate to elevator in the
high gain variant of the constant flare height control law is higher than the
gain used by the variable flare height law in glide slope track but lower in
the flare. In the low gain variant, pitch rate to elevator gains are adjusted
to match these of the variable flare height system. Pitch attitude to elevator
gain in the high gain variant is higher than used by the variable flare height
law in glide slope track or flare. Again, the gains were adjusted in the low
gain variant to match these of the variable flare height configuration, as can
be seen from Table 5-11:. The high gain constant flare height system includes
a path of integrated pitch error to the elevator. The variable flare height
configuration does not have such a path. Thus, this path has been eliminated
from the glide slope track mode of the low gain variant. However, it has been
retained in flare as it is needed to compensate for ground effect induced trim
changes, a function that is handled by the elevator predict terms in the varia-
ble flare height configuration. Vertical acceleration feedback to attitude
command is used by the variable flare height control law only in the flare.
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The high gain variant of the constant flare height configuration uses it both in
it i de slope track and flare. This feedback has been eliminated from the glide
slo
p
e track mode of the low gain variant in order to match the variable flare
height implementation. The sink rate error to pitch command gain in the high gait]
variant is slightly lower than any of the equivalent gains used by the variable
flare height system without spoilers and it was therefore retained in the low gain
variant. With spoilers, the variable flare height control law uses significantly
reduced sink rate error to pitch gain and the low gain constant flare height
mechanization was modified accordingly, as shown in Table 5-III. The constant
flare height system has a path of inte grated sink rate error to pitch whereas the
variable flare height control law does not. This path was retained in the low gain
version of the constant flare height system hecause this integrator is used to
store the ore-flare pitch trim value, Gains of glide s 1 ope error and it's integral
to pitch were reduced in the low gain constant flare height s ystem to match
variable flare height gains. With spoilers, however, the gains used by the low
gain configuration in these paths are somewhat lower because the same paths are
used to drive the s
p
oilers and matching the variable flare  height spoiler qai ns
resulted in lower glide slope and its integral to pitch gains. longitudinal
acceleration feedback to the -throttles is used in the variable flare height control
law but not in the constant flare height configuration because simulation results
i ndicated  a degradation in performance if this feedback was included in this
configuration. Airspeed to throttles aai n in the constant flare height system was
slightly  1 r+wer than in the variable flare  height configuration to begin with and
there was therefore no need to reduce 1t. The qai n of the i ntearal of airspeed to
the throttles was reduced in the low gain configuration. A cross feed of sink rate
error to the throttles is used by both variants of the constant flare height
control law but not by the variable flare  height s ystem. The system that was
actuall y tested in flight included software gains in the throttle servo loo p that
produced a one second laq from throttle command to actual position. This lag was
intended to be compatinle with engine loo p d ynamics. The high gain constant flare
hei ght control law assumed	 high bandwidth throttle servo (cascaded with the
engir;e res ponse as defined in A ppendix A). The one second la g in the throttle
servo was incorporated with the low gain configuration. The gain of vertical
acceleration to the s poilers is reduced for the flare in the variable flare height
s ystem but the constant flare height confi guration retains the glide slo pe track
va l ue in the flare. Sink rate and alide slo pe error gains to the s poilers in the
constant flare height control law we ,°e close to these use! by the variable flare
heiqht system and there was therefore no need to reduce them.
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Table 5-IV summarizes the major differences between the variable flare height
and the constant flare height control laws. All these differences were explained
in detail in the preceding paragraphs and in Section 4.
The block diagrams of Figures 4-4, 4-5 and the gain list of Table 4-II define
the variable flare height system as tested in f 1 i cht on the Twin Otter. An
unsymmetrical wind gain function KhOF ( V00 )is shown in the upper left hand
VGO
corner of Fiqure 4-4. This gain multiplies the closed loo p sink rate and hence
determines the closed loo p flare time constant and the slope of the closed loop
line shown in Fioure 4-5. In the fast time simulation used for ohtainin q
 the
evaluation results aiven in the following sections, KhDF ( VCO ) * was implemented
VGO
instead as a result of an error in the transmission of information from NASA to the
contractor describing this control law. The asterisk denotes an u pper limit of
V
unity for CO	 whereas the prime signifies a lower limit. Hence the gain with
VGO
the a a
-risk limits to a maximum of unity with headwinds rather than a minimum of
unitv in tailwinds as intended. The implementation chan ge reduces the closed loop
time constant (slopes of the closed loop lines shown in Figure '.-6) b y 35 percent
for maximum 25 kt headwinds and 12 percent for maximum 10 kt tailwinds. The
reduced sloop
 results in a signal. to the contr(, l that the aircraft is too high at
the flare entry. Note that the deterioration in landinq performance will be
greater for the s poiler cases, because for the s poiler control, there is no
inhibiting  time Biel ay if the aircraft is i ni ti al l v measured to he above the closed
loon line as is the case for the pitch command (OR logic for FLR + 1.5 sec in
Fioure 4-d).
5.2
	
0ETERMINISTIC PERFORMANCE
Simulation was used to obtain deterministic landing data for all six
longitudinal control law contiourations that were described in Section 5.1. Steadv
and shear winds were iris-luded as disturbances. Two tvpes of shearino winds were
considered, one is linear and p atterned according to FAA models (Reference 7) and
the other is the sun of a logarithmic and a linear term. Both are described in
A ppendix A. The effect of headwinds uo to 25 knots and tailwinds un to 10 knots
were evaluated. (In the case of shear ;winds, these are the values at the reference
heiqht Gf 7.F2 m, or 25 ft. above the qround whereas the wind ma qnitude at altitude
is hiaher).
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Landi nq time histories of the variable flare  hei qht control law with spoilers
are given in Figures 5-1A and 5-18. Three landings are shown - one with a standard
FAA 25 knot shearing headwind, one with zero headwind and one with a standard FAA
10 knot shearing tailwind. The last 3n.9 m (100 ft) of each of the three
approaches are shown. Rotation from the a pproach to the touchdown attitude is
performed through the flare. The app • - arh attitude is about -g° for zero headwind
(60 glide slope is used), higher with the headwind and slightly lower with the
tailwind. The touchdown attitude is slightly positive for the headwind and zero
wind cases and slightly negative with tailwind. (Touchdown attitude greater than
-1 0 is required for landing on the main gear first). Glide slope error is less
than 1 meter (3 ft) prior to the flare and during the flare the airplane deviates
above the glide slope. as expected. Approach airs peed is 75 knots for the zero
headwind case (A nominal approach s peed of 71 knots is used when the s poilers are
not de ployed). Pro-flare airspeed is 73 knots for the headwind case and 76.5 knots
for the tailwind as a result of the shears. The a pproach sink rate is 4.15 m/sec
(13.5 fps) with zero headwind, about 2.13 m/sec (7 fps) with the headwind and 4.73
m/sec (15.5 fps) with the tailwind. Sink rate is reduced throuqh the flare to 0.76
- 0.91 m/sec 2.5 - 3 fps) at touchdown. The s poiler time histories indicate a
reduction of lift at the beginning of the flare,  foflowed by an increase of lift
later on. The initial lift  reduction is a result of the pitch flare  hei qht hei nq
higher than the commanded sink rate trajectorv, (as OW -if Fi qure 4-6) tausin q an
initially negative 9J* , as seen in Fi gure 5-18. The lift  reduction with wind,
p articularly headwind, is more pronounced in the simulated s ystem than in the
system that was actually flown b4cause of the difference that was ex plained in
Section 5.1. The spoilers, throttles and elevator time histories here are given as
deviations from their res pective zero wind approach trim positions. The throttles
are retarded to their flight idle sto ps in all three cases shown. An uo elevator
deflection of 12 0 -130 occurs through the flare  to counter qround effect moments and
orovi de the commanded rotation. Time histories of the major pitch command terns of
the vairable flare heiqht control law for the same three wind cases are qiven in
Fiqure 5-1B. The block diaqram of Figure 4-4 should he referred to in order to
identif v the location of each of the variables shown. The initial nose down
command of 8"c
	
not propagate to K 19' because of the time delayed
flare switch shown in Fioure 4-4. The peak normal acceleration in the flare is 0.1
q for the zero wind case and 0.16 q for the tailwind case. Additional landing time
histories with the variable flare heiqht control law are given in A ppendix R.
These time histories are for the no-s poiler confiquration and for landin gs with loq
linear shears with or without spoilers.
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Landing time histories of the low gain constant flare height configuration
with spoilers are given in Figure 5-2 for the same wind shear cases as in Figure
5-1. Rotation from the approach attitude to a slightly positive angle is accom-
plished through the flare for all wind cases. Airspeed is reduced through the
flare from about 75 knots during the approach to 62 knots with headwind, 64
knots with zero wind and 66 knots with tailwind. The targeted touchdown air-
speed is 65 knots with the spoilers deployed (60 knots with the spoilers re-
tracted). Sink rate is reduced from the approach value to 0.91 - 1.22 m/sec
(3-4 fps) at touchdown. The spoilers reduce lift throughout the flare (be-
cause the required rotation results in excessive lift). With zero wind, and with
tailwind the throttles are being retarded all the way but in the headwind case
the throttles are retarded only partially because airspeed is being actively
controlled and more speed is being bled off in this case in comparison with the
other wind cases, producing a speed error that prevents the throttles from re-
tarding all the way. Landing time histories of the other variants of the con-
stant flare height system with the FAA and log-linear wind shears are given in
Appendix B.
Sink rate versus altitude trajectories are given in Figure 5-3 for the
variable flare height control law without spoilers and in Figure 5-4 for the
low gain constant flare height configuration without spoilers. As in the time
histories, the last 30.5 m (100 ft) of the approach are shown. Each figure
includes three trajectories, each of which was obtained with one of the follow-
ing wind conditions: 25 knots log-linear headwind shear (as defined in Appendix
A), zero headwind and 10 knots log linear tailwind shear. The variable flare
height characteristic is evident in Figure 5-3 with sink rate reduction starting
at about 15.2 m (50 ft) for the tailwind case and at 9.1 m (30 ft) for the head-
wind case. With the constant flare height control law, Figure 5-4, potation
starts at 15.2 m (50 ft) for all wind cases but actual sink rate reduction starts
at a slightly lower height for the tailwind case because of the higher initial
sink rate involved. The touchdown sink rate d4spersions are 0.67 - 1.43 m/sec
(2.2-4.7.fps) for the variable flare height system and 0.66 - 1.26 m/sec (2.15 -
4.15 fps) for the constant flare height con.trol law. Additional flare sink-rate
I
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trajectories, 'for the various control laws and deterministic wind conditions that
were evaluated, are given in Appendix B.
The variation of touchdown sink rate, r.;nge and pitch attitude with wind
magnitude is shown in Figure 5-5 through 5-10. Each one of the six fiqures is for
one of the six control law confi qurations that have been evaluated. There are
three curves in each olot - one for steady wind, one for the linear FAA shears and
one for the log-linear shears (all wind models are defined in Appendix A). Wind
magnitudes vary from 25 knots headwind to 10 knots tailwind. No stochastic
disturbances, i.e., turbulence, were included. Deterministic touchdown results for
the variable flare height control law without s poilers are given in Fiqure 5-5.
The loq-linear shears cause the largest dispersions on all three touchdown
variables. This is due to the fact that with this t ype of shear the variation of
wind close to the ground is more raoid than w+th the FAA linear shears. The
hardest touchdown sink rate is 1. a0 m/sec (4.5 f ps) with 25 knots of loo linear
headwind shear and the softest is 0.67 m/sec ( 2.2 fos) with 10 knots of 1 o q linear
tailwind shear. Sink rate variation with the FAA shears and steady winds is very
small. Touchdown range is measured down the runwa y referenced to the Glide Path
Intercept Point (GPIP). The shortest touchdown distance for the variable flare
heiqht configuration without s poilers is 6.1 m (20 ft) be yond the GPIP with 25
knots loq linear headwind shear, as seen in Figure 5-5. The 10 knots log linear
tailwind shear produces the longest landinq for this configuration at 88.4 m (290
ft) beyond the GPIP. Pitch attitude varies between -0.4 0 and 1.9 0 . The equivalent
results for the variable flare height configuration with spoilers are given in
Figure 5-6. Sink rate dispersion is about the same as without the s poilers, range
dispersion is slightly improved and touchdown attitude with s poilers varies from
-0.70 to 1.4 0 . The tendency towards lower attitude with s poilers seems to be
associated with the spoiler's tendency to increase lift at the end of the flare
(see Fiqure 5-1A) and it could also be related to higher airs peed used with the
s poilers. Deterministic touchdown results for the low oain constant flare heiqht
control law without spoilers are given in Fiqure 5-7 and with s poilers in Fiqure
5-8. HPre a gain, the log-linear shears result in the lar gest dispersions. Sink
rate with no wind is significantly harder, at 1.22 m/sec (4.0 fos), for the
constant flare height confi guration in com parison to n.8; m/sec (2.8 fps) for the
variable flare height control law. (Note that a harder touchdown sink rate will
tend to reduce touchdown dis persions). Sink rate with the constant flare heiqht
does not increase si gnificantly with headwinds. Sink .,.e dispersion is sliohtiy
5-18
better with the constant flare height. Ran ge has the same General tendency of
being short with headwind and long with tailwind. Range dispersion is slightly
improved with the constant flare height configuration in comparison to the variable
flare height. The variation of touchdown pitch attitude with constant flare height
is much smaller than with the variable flare height. The use of spoilers with the
low gains constant flare height configuration results in an almost insignificant
improvement of sink rate control, but range dispersion is reduced from 80.8 m (265
ft) without spoilers to 57.9 m (190 ft) with spoilers. The use of spoilers also
result, with this configuration, in a slightly higher touchdown attitude. This is
because with this configuration the spoilers reduce lift throughout the flare. The
determinisitic touchdown results for the high gain constant flare height
configuration, without and with spoilers, are given in Figures 5-9 and 5-10,
respectively. Sink rate control with high gains and no spoilers is improved in
comparison to the low gain configuration but with spoilers it is about the same.
Range dispersion is reduced for the high gain configuration. It is 65.5 m (215 ft)
without spoilers and 27.4 m (90 ft) with s poilers. Touchdown pitch attitude with
the high gains is similar to that obtained with the low gains.
Table 5-V summarizes the results given in Figures 5-5 through 5-10 (Touchdown
airspeed is an additional variable included in the table). The numbers given in
the table are the extreme values of each variable for all wind conditions that were
evaluated. The hardest sink rate values are 1.40 m/sec (4.6 fps) with the variable
flare height control law and 1.25 m/sec (4.1 f ps) with the constant flare height
configurations. The low gain constant flare height confi guration with s poilers and
the high vain constant flare height configuration without spoilers provide less
sink rate dispersion than the other configurations. The use of s poilers has no
significant affect on sink rate control with the variable flare height control
law. The use of spoilers reduces sink rate dispersion for the low gain constant
flare height control law but not for the high gain version. Touchdown range
dispersion is not improved by any significant amount by the use of spoilers with
the variable flare height control law. Range control of the low gains constant
flare height system without spoilers i; about the same as with the variable flare
height control law. With spoilers, however, the low gain constant flare height
system obtains a 30 percent improvement in range control for these deterministic
disturbances. Range control with the high gain constant flare height system is
5-19
Figure 5-5. Effect of Deterministic Wind on Touchdown, Variable Flarp
 Height,
No Spoilers
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Figure 5-6. Effect of Deterministic Wind on Touchdown, V ariz ble Fare Height With Spoikts
5-21
Figure 5-7. Effect of Deterministic Wind on Touchdown,Constant Flare Height,
Low Gains, No Spoilers
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Figure 5-8. Effect of Deterministic Wind on Touchdowr,,Constant Flare Height,
Low Gains With Spoilers
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Figure 5-9. Effect of Deterministic Wind on Touchdown,Constant Flare Height,
High Gains With Spoilers
5-24
Figure 5-10. Effect of Deterministic Wina on Touchdown Constant Flare Height
With Spoilers High Gains
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improved by 20 percent in comparison to the low gain version. The use of spoilers
results in a further improvement of range control by 60 percent. Thus, the high
gain constant flare height system with spoilers produces far better range control
than the other configurations. The touchdown attitude results of Tabe 54 indicate
a somewhat uncomfortably low attitude for all configurations as an attitude greater
than -1° is required to assure landing n the main gears first. The variable flare
height with spoilers is worst in this respect at -0.1' and the constant flare
height configurations with spoilers are the best, touching down at a minimum
attitude of 0.2' or 0.3'. The targeted touchdown airspeed is 65 knots with the
spoilers deployed and 60 knots with the spoilers retracted. The higher airspeed is
used with spoilers to compensate for an increase in stall speed. The minimum
touchdown speed for all spoiler configurations is 6.0 to 6.5 knots slow and for the
no-spoiler configurations is 4.0 to 5.5 knots slow. The constant flare height
configurations touchdown at about 1.5 knots slower than the variahle flare height.
All the minimum touchdown airspeeds are associated with the 25 knot log-linear
headwind shear whereas other wind conditions result in higher touchdown airspeeds.
To summarize the results with deterministic winds, the low gain constant
flare height control law provides somewhat better sink rate, range and attitude
control than the variable flare height configuration. The high gain constant flare
height system with spoilers provides much better range control than all the other
configurations. The log-linear shear is the most demanding of the winds evaluated.
5.3 STOCHASTIC PERFORMANCE
The simulation that had been jCveloped for this study was used to evaluate
landing performance of the six longitudinal control law configurations with
stochastic as well as deterministic disturbances. Horizontal turbulence, vertical
turbulence and MLS beam noise according to the models that are defined in Appendix
A were included in the simulation. Simulation runs were made with limiting FAA
shear winds, moderate turbulence and beam noise. Probability distributions of the
major touchdown variables were obtained and the results are summarized in this
section. Data with respect to activity of the controlled variables and controllers
on the glide slope with turhulence and beam noise were also obtained and are
summarized here. Landing performance was also evaluate. as a function of wind and
turbulence level and the results are summarized in this section. Note that the
limiting wind and turbulence levels are higher than the average levels that would
be encountered in actual flight. While results using these levels provide a good
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measure of the effectiveness of the control system heinq evaluated, the y are a
conservative indication of the abilit y to meet statistical criteria which are based
on smaller average levels of disturbances.
5.3.1	 LANDING PERFORMANCE WITH LIMITING WIND S
Table 5-VI is a summary of the longitudinal  1anding performance with limiting
shearinq winds, moderate turbulence and beam noise. The left most column of this
table defines the performance goal that was us e d in this stud y . As explained in
Reference 1, requirements for automatic landing systems of CTOL transport aircraft
have peen established but not for the STOL airplane. Consequently, performance
goals had to be defined for this study, based on CTOL requirements scaled down to
the STOL runway and landing geometry and taking into account geometrical and
physical characteristics of the Twin Otter air plane. The mean taroeted sink rate
was selected to produce a comfortably soft landing. The two sigma land hard is a
design objective ^-thich would oroduce acceptable sink rate control and a 10-6
hazard probability is attached to the exceedance of the Twin Otter airplane's gear
strength. On range, the goal for the mean was computed assuming the air plane to he
on the qlide slope at flare initiation and executing the commanded h/6 flare
trajectory with no deviations. Two si gma dis persions of ±$;1 m (±200 ft) were
scaled down from CTOL requirements. The 1.04 land short requirement provides for
landing within the STOL runwa y's safety underrun area (Fi gure 3-1). The 104;
land long requirement de pends on the airplane's sto poin q distance and the runway
lenqth. Such considerations were outside the sco pe of this stud y and therefore the
number shown in Table 541 is sim ply a linear extraoolation of the two-sigma
dis persion to the 10-5 probabilit y level. The 10-6 low attitude ooal is based
on the hazard of hittin g the ground with the nose wheel first. All the control
laws that were evaluated tended to produce flat touchdowns and therefore upper
limits on attitude were not required.
The actual performance results that are qiven in Table 54I were computed
assumin g a 70 percent probabilit y of encountering a 25 knot shearing headwind and
30 percent Drobabilit y for a 10 knot shearing tailwind. The 70/30 s plit is based
on the results of a survey of 79 major U.S. airports lookinq at runwa y orientation
with res pect to the orevailing winds. This ratio is a policable for airports that
have bi-directional landing aids on the ma.i rwr runway. The assum ption that each
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rlanding is made with either a limiting headwind or a limitinq tailwind is
conservative since the probability of encountering 25 knot headwinds or 10 knot
tailwinds is significantly lower accordin g to Reference 7. Simulation runs were
made with 25 knot shearing headwind and 3.7 knot RMS horizontal turbulence or with
10 knots shearing tailwind and 2.7 knots RMS horizontal turbulence. All runs were
made with 1.5 knots RK vertical turbulence. Shears according to the FAA models
only were used in obtaining the stochastic data.
r
The results of Table 541 indicate that the 10-6 land hard requirement is
exceeded by the variable flare height control law with or without spoilers. All
constant flare height configurations provide acceptable to very good sink rate
control. The low gain system without s poilers is the poorest of the four in this
respect Wt its performance is very significantly im proved with the use of the OLC
spoilers. Sink rate control with the high acin constant flare heiqht control law
is good even without the use of spoilers and it improves somewhat with spoilers.
All control law configurations meet the 10 -6 land short requirement but ttce
high qain configuration with spoilers is the only one to meet the 10- A land lenq
requirement. For the variable flare height control law, the use of spoilers
improves range control by about 20 percent. Range control with the low gain
constant flare height configuration without s poilers is about equivalent to that of
the variable flare height without spoilers but the use of spoilers here fails to
produce a si gnificant im provement. It is suspected that switching of gains when
transitioning from glide slope track to flare, adversel y affects the ran ge control
with the low gain constant flare height configuration and therefore the improved
sink rate control with s poilers does not translate to an equivalent im provement in
range control. Ran ge control with the hiqh qain constant flare height system
without s poilers is as good as with the variable flare heiqht control law with
s poilers. Excellent range control is obtained with the high gain constant flare
height configuration with spoilers. The use of spoilers reduces range dispersion
by 40 percent for this configuration.
The high qain constant flare height configuration with s poilers is the only
one that meets the 10-6 low attitude requirement. All the configurations that
were evaluated produced rather flat touchdown attitudes. Attemptinq to arhitrjrily
comm and a higher touchdown attitude with this liaht win q loading airplane, would
result in a tendenc y towards long landings.
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The nose down tendency was a qqravated by the 4 knot increase in approach
coed to account for a higher stall s peed with s poilers deployed to their nominal
value. If an automatic system were installed to close the s poilers for a downward
gust or shear correction, the s poilers closed stall s peed may be appro priate as the
basis for establishing approach airspeed. When s poilers are used a lower approach
speed would increase the approach pitch attitude and probably reduce the touchdown
dispersions.
Deviations of more than 3.66 m (12 ft) from the glide slo pe at a decision
height (Ah window) of 30.5 m (100 ft) would result in a re quirement to abort the
a pproach. The automatic landing system is required to be within this window on a
two sigma basis. The variable flare height configuration without s poilers deviates
somewhat from this requirement on the low side. (The asymmetrical nature of the
deviations from the glide slo pe result from the dominant effect of the shearing
headwind). All other configurations meet this glide slo pe window re quirement. The
low gain constant flare height s ystem tracks the glide slo pe better than the
variable flare height control law and the high gain version produces better glide
slope tracking performance than the low gain version. The use of spoilers improves
glide slope tracking performance with all configurations.
The probability distribution plots from which the data in Table 5-VI was
extracted, are given in A ppendix B.
5.3.2	 CONTROL ACTIVITY
Activity data for controlled variables and controllers on the glide slope
with moderate turhulence and MLS beam noise are summarized in Tables 54II and
5-VIII. Data were obtained from simulation and are given for all six evaluated
control law confiquraions. The results of Table 5-VII are with moderate turbulence
and MLS hears noise, as defined in Appendix A. The results of Table 5-VIII are with
turbulence only.
Table 5-VII indicates that glide slo pe track accuracy with the low qain
constant flare height control law is sightly better than with the variable flare
height configuration. The high gain configuration provides a glide slo pe tracking
accurac y that is significantl y better than with the other confi guration. Glide
slope tracking accuracy is improved by the use of the DLC s poilers. The
improvement is si gnificant for the variable flare height and the low g ain system
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but minor for the high gain version. Sink rate and normal acce l eration activity
are about equivalent with all configurations but the low gain control law has
slightly hi gher sink rate activity and the high gain system has slightly lower sink
rate activity than the other configurations. Airs peed control is also about
equivalent for all configurations with the high gain configuration being slightly
better than the others. Pitch at".1tude and elevator activity with the constant
flare height control laws are somewhat higher than with the variable flare height
system. Throttle activity with the constant flare height configurations is almost
twice as high as with the variable flare height. This is a result of not using
longitudinal acceleration feedback to the throttle in the constant flare heiqht
systems (see Table 5-III). Glide slope spoiler activity is 80 RKS with the
variables flare height, somewhat higher (10 0 ) with the low gain constant flare
height system and much lower (4.8 0 ) with the high gain configuration as a result of
the higher pitch gains. The use of s poilers improves glide slope tracking accuracy
and reduces sink rate, normal acceleration, ai;4oeed, pitch attitude, elevator and
throttle activities.
Table 5-VIII summarizes glide slope activity with horizontal and vertical
turbulence but no beam noise. The difference between the results of Tables 5-VII
and 5-VIII is a result of M.S beam noise being included in the former. Glide slope
tracking accur?l,;Ywithout beam noise looks much better because Ah f
 is raw glide
slope deviation filtered kith a 0.3 second first order laq, such that beam noise
shows up directly on this variable. Without the beam noise, the improved glide
slope tracking accuracy and sink rate control with the high gain confi guration are
more apparent. Beam noise contributes some sink rate activit y but little normal
acceleration. It has a small impact on airspeed, pitch, elevator and throttle
activities. Beam noise contributes to s poiler activity onl y with the low gain
constant flare  height control law.
The glide slooe tracking accuracy riven in Table 54III is a good indication,
of anticipated accuracy at the 30.5 m (100 ft) decision height because the
contribution of beam noise at 30.5 m (100 ft) is much smaller than at 152.4 m (500
ft) as a result of the proximity to the transmitting autenna. The RMS results of
Table 5-VIII can be doubled to obtain an estimate of the two s i gma excursions.
Glide slope tracking accuracy is thus ±3.90 m (±i?.8 ft), on a two sigma basis, for
the variable flare heiqht and ±3.66 m (12.0 ft) for the low gain constant flare
configuration, both without spoilers. This is marginall y acce ptable +:, comparison
to the required accuracy of 13.66 m (±12 ft). With spoilers, glide slo pe trackino
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accuracy of these two confiquratior!- is good. The performance of the high gain is
excellent with, or without, spoilers.
5.3.3
	 LANDING PERFORMANCE WITH REDUCED WIND LEVELS
Landing performance results with limiting winds and moderate turbulence were
given 'n Section 5.3.1. Results with reduced wind and turhulence levQls are given
and discussed here. Mean and two sigm2 touchdown results as a function of wind and
turbulence level are given in Figure 5-11 for the variable flare height
configuration without s poilers and in Fi gure 5-12 with s poilers. Data were taken
with FAA wind shears of 25, 12.5, and 0 knots headwind and 5 and 10 knots
tailwind. The ma gnitude of the horizontal turbulence was varied with the
deterministic wind level as s pawn in the figures. A constant level of 1.5 knots
vertical turbulence and beam noise were included in all cases. No horizontal
turbulence was included with the zero headwind cases and therefore dis persions at
this point are due to vertical turbulence and beam noise only, and vertical
turbulence is the major contributor.
The resu l ts of Figure 5-11 indicate that the mean touchdown sink rate is
essentially constant regardless of the wind maqritude. The two sigma land hard
value is about 0.30 m/sec (1.0 fps) higher than Oe mEan sink ra'"#th zero wind
(and horizontal turbulence). The worst case for sink rate control is at 25 knots
headwind and the associated 3.73 knots of horizontal turbulence. The two sigma
land hard value there is 1.83 m/sec (6.0 fios), or 0.98 m/sec (3.2 fps) harder than
th•
 mean sink rate. The mean touchdown range varies from 56.4 m (185 ft) with 25
knots shearing headwind to 88.4 m (2Q0 ft) with 1.0 knots shearing tailwin,,. (Range
is meas -fired with res pect to the GP IP) . Touchdown range dis persion, f ,-om two s i am a
C hort to two sigma long , varies from 45.7 m (150 ft) at zero wind to 158.5 m (520
ft) with headwind and 3.73 knots o` horizontal turhulence. The dis persion is
smaller with tailwind (because of the smaller amount of turhulence). The mean
touchdown pitch at`itude is fairly constant at about i' for all headwind magnii,!'ies
but it drool to - • - a i tii the 10 knots shearin g
 tailwind. Most of the atti t u,'e
dis persion is caused by the vertical turbulence. It is 1.20
 from the mean to the
two sigmL low attitude with zero headwirl and 1.65 0 for the maximun headwind or
tailwind. The lowest attitude on a two sigma basis is -1.55 0
 with the 10 'tots
tailwind. Glide slope trackin g
 dis persion at the 30.5 m (100 ft) decision height
varies from 1.83 m ;6 ft) with vertical turhulence and beam noise onl y, to 7.6? m
(25 ft) with the full 25 knots headwind and Vii associated turhulence. The results
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show a -0.76 m (-2.5 ft) mean neviation from the glide slope with zero wind. This
is a result of an offset in the simulation affecting the beam complementary filter
and resulting in a small constant beam error even in the absence of disturbences.
The mean tends to be lower with the shearing headwinds and higher with the
tailwinds.
The results for the same configuration with spoilers are given in Figure
5-12. All the dispersions are significantly reduced. Sink rate control is
improved by more than 40 percent, range by 60 percent, attitude by more than 50
percent and glide slope track by 30 percent. The variation of the mean touchdown
range and attitude as a function of wind has increased, however.
To summarize, all dispersions grow significantly with the magnitude of
horizontal turbulence. PitO attitude is the only touchdown variable evaluated
that was more affected by vertical than by horizontal turbulence. The use of
spoilers with this variable flare height control law produces a very marked
improvement in the control of range, sink rate and glide slope deviations in the
two sigma region.
The probability distribution curves, on which the data in Figures 5-11 and
5-12 are based, are given in Aopenaix B.
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6.0 LOCALIZER TRACK AND RUNWAY ALIGNW NT
For good lateral automatic landinq prformance, the runway alignment maneuver
must be initiated with the aircraft stabilized on beam certerline. Thus, the
design of a stable, tiqht localizer track mode is a necessar y prerequisite to
defining an advanced automatic decrab control system. The assum ption is made that
even close in curved path approaches are selected so that the capture algorithm
will place the aircraft on the localizer sufficiently early to allow transients to
settle. Since the capture will have minimal impact on landing performance, it is
not considered in this study. For Category IIIA landings, automatic roll-out
guidance is not required, and it also is not included in this study.
During the design of the lateral landing system for the Augmentor Wing STOL
vehicle, Reference 3, extensive tradeoff and optimization studies were performed to
define the recommended forward slip algorithms. With few exceptions, the Twin
Otter lateral directional dynamics and system requirements are very similar to the
Augmentor Wing. Thus, maximum useage was made of the tradeoffs conducted durinq
the p revious work to provide a sound basis for this Advanced Autoland lateral
landing study. This allowed a more extensive evaluation of the Twin Otter
peculiarities, with tradeoffs and o ptimization directed specifically toward the
problems peculiar to a light wing loading STOL aircraft.
This section describes the performance of the recommended localizer track and
runway alignment control laws that are described in Section 4. Performance was
evaluated through the use of simulation with deterministic and stochastic
disturbances. The effects of sensor errors, trim changes and system variations
were evaluated and the results are given and discussed here. Control law
variations that were studied in the process of defininq the recommended control law
are also discussed in this section, as well as failure effects and system
limitations.
6.1
	
PERFORMANCE
A performance summar y
 of the recommended lateral landing s ystem as described
in Section 4 is presented here, with the detailed sup porting data included in
Appendix C.
The following subjects are presented and discussed here:
1. Landing time histories.
2. Statistical landinq performance in stochastic disturbances only.
3. Landing performance over the total landinq environment.
4. Deterministic variations and off-nominal conditions.
5. Localizer track activity in stochastic disturbances.
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Landing Time Histories
Landing time histories, as obtained from simulation, with the recommended
control law are given in Fiqure 6-1 (A and 8). Six time histories are shown,
starting at a C.G. height of 91.4 m (300 ft) above the ground and terminatinq at
touchdown. The fire} three are all with 15 knots riqht shearinq crosswind and the
first is with 10 knots shearinq tailwind, the second is with zero headwind and the
third is with 25 knots shearing headwind. The second group of three landings is
with 15 knots right steady crosswind and the same headwinds. Wind shears are
patterned after FAA models as described in Appendix A. The initial crab an gle is
20 0 with the shearing crosswind and 12, with the steady crosswind because the
crosswind magnitude is higher at altitude with the shear. At touchdown, the
airplane is aligned with -the runway heading , within one decree, for all wind
cases. There are no heading overshoots. Crosstrack velocit y at touchdown is less
than -0.114 m/sec (-0.375 fps away from the wind). Rank angle at touchdown is less
than 50 (into the wind) for all cases, The control law does not have a winq
leveling mode. The sideslip induced lateral acceleration is about -0.087 a for all
wind cases. Ten degrees of rudder are needed to maintain runway headinq and
control wheel excursions of less than 100 are used. The crosstrack displacement at
touchdown varies from 0.61 m ( 2 ft) to the right to 1.07 m ( 3.5 ft) to the left.
Additional variables for the same six landings are shown in Fiqure 6-18. The HCG
traces clearly show the im pact of the headwind variations. The alignment model,
IbM, as detined in Figure 4-7 starts out being equal to the crab anale above 45.7
m (150 ft) and it is reduced to zero at 15.2 m (50 ft). The rudder alignment
command, S c ALIGN, (which is the.rudder command during aliqnment,
excluding Ehe yaw rate path) hits the 16 0 limit (RLIM X Kr L , Fiqure 4-7) for
shearinq crosswind cases. The 6c trace is the total rudder command,
including the Yaw rate path. Rudder command does not exceed 11° for any landing.
Statistical  Landi nc Performance
The landing performance of the recommended lateral landino system is
summarized in Table 6-I both for stochastic disturbances onl y and over the total
landina environment including the deterministic disturbances defined in Table
6-II. These data were obtained with limitinq atmos pheric anti MLS disturbance
levels, with average limiting longitudinal winds and shears, without accountin g for
the low occurrence orobability of tnese disturbance levels, and thus it reoresnet;
a conservative estimate of landing  Derformance. Moreover, Crows L andi nq Stoi port
(the airport at which the Twin Otter was tested) gecmetrv, with localizer antenna
placement of 1356 m (4450 ft) with res pect to the elevation antenna location was
f
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used to give la - 2.91 m (9.55 ft) lateral beam noise level at an altitude of
30.5 m (100 ft). In an actual STOL port installation a number less than 1359 m
(4450 ft) can probably he established.
The lateral oerf ormance goals are given in the first column of Table 9-I.
Performance requirements for Cate qor y III automatic landing systems have been
defined for CTOL trans ports but not for STOL aircraft, as discussed in Reference
1. Thus, desi gn goals had to be defined for this study. Most of these goals were
s pecified by the NASA Statement of Work (SOW) or are determined by vehicle
constraints. The allowed lateral two sigma landin g dispersion was s pecified as
14.57 m (15 ft) in the SOW. However, the FAA AC20-57A (Reference 7) requirement
for not landing  any closer than five feet to the runway ed ge, effectively specifies
that for the Twin Otter vehicle on a 30.5 m (100 ft) runway, the probabilit y of
exceeding 11.88 m (39.0 ft) of lateral deviation at touchdown must be less than
10-6 , which is equivalent to a two sigma dispersion of ±4 .86 m (15. 1 ft). In
Table 9-I, this 10-6 value is being used along with the SOW requirement for two
sigma lateral dis persion. Applying the above 11.88 m (39.0 ft) constraint to
lateral deviation during rollout, the touchdown heauinq error becomes 10.8 0 . This
is based on the assumption that lateral rate just after touchdown is approximately
equal to Uo/57.3 times the touchdown course error, and that a correcting lateral
acceleration of 0.2 g's is app lied to arrest the lateral velocity. The
corres pondinq 2 sigma value for ATTO is 4.40 degrees. The touchdown bank anale
reauirement is based on aircraft geometry. Wina contact for the Twin Otter
airplane occu-s at 19 0 cf bank. The touchdown crosstrack velocit y limit is
normall
y
 de pendent on touchdown bank an q)e. For conservatism, a one gear touchdown
lateral velocity limit of 3.048 m/s (10 f ps) was considered as the 10-6
requirement. The results of Table 5-I indicate that the landinq oerf onmance
satisfied all the design qoals by wide mar gins. The probabilit y distrihutions for
the landing parameters of Table 9-I are given in A ppendix C.
Deterministic Variations
Many deterministic variations were considered dtirinq this study. Those which
significantl y im pact lateral landing performance are listed in Table F-II along
with their effect on the aircraft performance indication parameters, with a more
complete discussion given in she next section.
0;-5
-0.122
±0.518
-1.37
0.0
+2.4
-1. 3
+7.7
(-0.4)
(tl.7)
(-4.5)
	 f
TABLE 6-I LATERAL PERFORMANCE SUMMARY
PARAMETER	 GOAL	 ACTUAL
STOCHASTIC ONLY	 TOTAL POPULATION
-0.365	 (-1.2)	 1	 -0.365
I
-3.35	 (-11.0)	 -4.419
-'7s.58
	 (-21.6)	 -8.9
,
P -	 i	 -0.122	 (-0.4)
2a -	 +	 ±0.518	 (±1.7)
1-6
0
	
<3.048 (10.0)	 -1.37	 (-4.5)
YTD	 u
M (ft)	 I	 2a <4.57 (15.0)
`1
! 10-6 <11.88 (39.0)
(-1.2)
(-14.5)
(-29.2)
YTD
m/sec (fps)
A*TD
0.0
+2.2
-0.8
+7.2
u -	 ^
2a -
1-6
0
	
<10.8
STD
	 U -
	
+4.7
	
+4.7
deg	 2a -	 ±2.0
	
t2.1
	 ,
i
10-
6
 <19.0
	
+9.4	 +9.8
^lWINDOW
	 u
	
+0.457	 (+1.5)	 +0.457
	
(+1.5)
M (f t)	
2a	 (125.0)
	
±3.81	 (±12.5)	 ±4.11	 (±13.4)
NOTES:	 1. This table defines both stochastic ossly and total population landing
performance, where the latter includes deterministic disturbance effects.
2. Only those requirements specified in the SOW or dictated by t- rcraft/
geometzy limitations are listed.
3. For the lateral axis, means should all be zero when evaluated over the
total environment. Since actual results are presented for lirLit:rq rind
from th, right, significant mean values are obtained.
4. LYWINDOW is lateral ;:racking error at the 30.48m (100 ft) .aaproa:h window.
5. For cozsarvatism, results are presented for limiting crosswind, shear, tur-
bulence, and MLS noise levels for avertged limitinq headwind and tailwind
conditions, without accounting for the 4s probability c:,. occurrence of
these limiting atmospheric disturbances.
6. Deterministic variations included in total population uistribut.ions are
MLS azimuth bias, course datum error, accelerometer €nd gyro errors, avid
approach speed variations.
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The performance impact of these deterministic variations is relatively
small compared to atmospheric disturbance induced landing dispersions. However,
the lateral displacement error at the intended touchdown point due to the 0.09350
one sigma azimuth bias is significant.
Activity in Disturbances
A summary of aircraft state variations and control activity as obtained from
simulation with limW ng turbulence levels and beam noise is given in Table 6-III.
All activity levels are acceptable.
TABLE 6-III LOCALIZER RMS ACTIVITY
t deg 0.85
deg 1.60
y m/s (fps) 0.427 (1.40)
ay g 0.010
,y deg/s 0.68
6R deg 0.80
6 deg 2.0
w
y m (ft4 1.34 (4.40)
NOTE :	
aBN 2.9 m (9.5 ft),	 a6G = 1.830
a n
1 n
In summary, the recommend^d system provides landing performance compatible
with Cat IIIA landing requirements.
to
6.2 SENSOR ERRORS AND SYSTEM VARIATIONS
The following sensor and system errors and off-nominal conditions were
evaluated as part of this study and are discussed here: 	 an
1. MLS guidance system errors
2. Sensor errors
3. Rudder trim changes
6-8	 A
4. Sensitivity analysis
5. MODILS discretizatior. effects
	
6.2.1	 MLS ERRORS
Foo- a Cat IIIA lateral automatic landing system, o0 y OME and azi,nuth errors
can impact landing performance. The effects of DME b;as is small, and only azimuth
variations need be considered. Assuming that the azimuth antenna is located 609.6
m (2000 ft) from the nominal touchdown point, the 0.0935' one sigma bias level
directly yields ±0.99 m (±3.26 ft) lc lateral touchdown variations; and 4.88 m
(16.0 ft) if extrapolated linearly to the 10-6 (4.90) probability level. Thus,
this term ±.lone is as significant as limitinq wind levels on lateral touchdown
dispersion. To limit the impact of this bias in the low probabilitv region, a 0.3'
3a cutoff level was used, since it appears reasonable that the near field beam
monitor threshold should be no greater than 0.3'. With this assum ption, the
lateral deviation due to stochestic and deterministic disturbances a` the 10-6
probability level is 8.9 m (29.2 ft), as shown in Table 6-I.
	
6.2.2	 SENSOR ERRORS
The three sensor on board the aircraft which contribute significantly to
landing performance are the compass system, the lateral accelerometer, anti the
vertical gyro.
Since the compass system signal provides the main input to the align
maneuver, its e rrors are significant. The exoected accuracy is tk O degrees on a
4.5a basis. As expected, it vields touchdown misalignment on a one to one basis,
with relatively small impact on other landing parameters.
The runwav axis lateral acceleration signal is used both for navigation
filter augmentation and wing down compensation, and its error characteristics are
of a dynamic nature. An equivalent offset of ±0.014 g, 4.5a (or 0.0031 q, 10
as shown in Table 6-?I) was assumed. The induced landing variations are very
dependent on landing systrn design; f,r the recommended configuration with washed
out acceleration, this acceleration inaccurrcy yields 0.45 m (1.48 ft) one sigma
lateral dispersion as disci>sse,: it detail in AG)endix C.
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The roll attitude vertical gyro errors are also dynamic in nature, a
combination of steady errors and acceleration i r;duced erection and drift errors as
discussed in Appendix C. The *_0.35° equivalent 1Q error has about the same
landing  performance impact as the accelerometer ( see Table 6-11).
6.2.3 RUDDER TRIM CHANGES
The usage of the rudder command signal for crossfeed oui ^oses, has an impact
on the landing accuracy as discussed in paragraph 6.3.2. The effect is dynamic in
nature and is a function of the qlide slope capture maneuver characteristics and
the altitude at which this maneuver is executed. A t1.5 0 rudder deflection on a
3Q basis was determined (as show, in paragraph 6.3.2) as the effective error
introduced via this oath. The im pact on lateral touchdown deviation is ±1.07 m
(t3.5 ft) three sigma.
6.2.4	 SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS
A sensitivit y analysis study was conducted to examine thf eff Act of gain and
time constant sari ati on on s ystem performance. The analysis included t'le 4ari ati on
of most of the gains by ±6 db around nominal, with the exce ption of the yaw to roll
crossfeed qai ns for which the variation was ±20 percent. The 1 andi nq t.io-G. : .
histories are given in Appendix C. As ex pected, none of the variable= has a
pronounced effect, with Kb and T 2 having similar impact as crossfeed
p arameters variations. 	 .
6.2.5	 MODILS DISCRETIZATION EFFECTS
MODILS is an experimental microwave 1 andi ng aid that. 4-,s used initially in
fliqht tests. It has a narrow azimuth cowerage and a gra; , u;a- -imuth siqnal. The
impac t. of MODILS finite resolution (refer to Appendix A) was investigated to
establish the feasibility of using higher :uidance oroDortional laoo gain (Ky).
The MODILS beam resolution of 0.1°, renders 4.72 m (15.5 ft) lateral deviation
discretization effect at an ,,altitude of 274 m (900 ft). Localizer track
Derf orm ance with t;,e discretization incorporated into the simul at l on is ai ven as
Fi gure 6-2 where a rudder ramp aoinq from zero to 1.5 0 in 10 seconds was used as
the disturbance. The -?cults are, ootimistic since a discretization level of !3.7_8
m (±10 ft) was used. Note that for a doubled or000rtion3l gain, absolutel y no
lateral deviation Derform3nce improvem pnt is gained. On the contrar y , a higher
limit c ycle f reauenc y is observed.
rT
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The resolution of the MLS guidance system is 0.01' in azimuth, an order of
magnitude better than MODILS, yielding 0.457 m (1.5 ft) steps at an altitude of 274
m (900 ft). The scaling of the digital autopilot is 1.22 m/bit (4 ft/bit) with
MODILS but it has been chan ged to 0.0762 m/bit (0.25 ft/bit) for the final approach
phase with MLS guidance. Thus, the 14LS beam information can be considered
Continuous.
Figure 6-3 summarizes the effect of MODILS resolution on statistical landinq
performance. Results are given for the discretized beam signal and for a
continuous signal. Data were taken with turbulence and beam noise and repeated
with turbulence only because beam noise acts as a dither, masking the effects of
the poor resolution. This is most obvious on yTD. With the beam noise the
results for the discrete and the continuous signal are very similar. Without the
noise, the continuous beam .yields a much smaller lateral dispersion than the
discretized signal. The see effect is apparent to a smaller degree on the
touchdown bank angle.
6.3 SYSTEM OPTIMIZATION
This section describes the results of tradeoff studies that were carried out
in order to arrive at the recommended localizer track and runway alignment control
laws that are described in Section 4. Extensive tradeoff studies were made in the
course of a previous automatic landing study for the Augmentor Winq airplane which
is a powered lift experimental STOL airplane. Some of the major results of that
study are considered to be directly ap p licable to the Twin Otter. They are listed
here and descr ibed in detail in Reference 3. This section concentracts on
presenting the results of tradeoff studies that were directed at problems peculiar
to the Twin Otter as a representative light wing londinq STOL airplane.
6.3.1 RESULTS BASED ON THE AUGMENTOR WING STUDY
The study of the lateral automatic landing control laws for the Augmentor
wing airplane is described in Reference 3. Several control law alternatives were
evaluated in that work. Some of these results are applicable to the Twin Otter
because both are STOL aircraft flving a V to 7.5' final approach at about 70 knots.
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Differences between the powered lift and light wing loading aircraft in pitch
are very significant but in roll and yaw both vehicles use the same basic control
techniques.
The runway alignment results that were obtained for the Augmentor Wing and
applied to the Twin Otter are listed here and the tradeoff studies leading to
these results are described in detail in Reference 3.
Runway Alignment Configuration	 9
A forward slip technique was traded against the flat decrab, resulting in a
clear superiority of the forward slip since the alignment initiation timing is
not critical and touchdown performance , is less dependent on vehicle and wind
variations.
Align Entry
Two schemes were evaluated. One relied on a command rate limiter to slow
the forward slip entry rate while permitting a reasonably high heading loop gain.
Although landing performance with this configuration was satisfactory it had some
drawbacks which included overshoots of both the reference heading and the required
steady state bank angle. Also, full crab angle was reached at a relatively high
altitude, requiring the full wing down compensation for up to 10 seconds which
may negatively impact ride quality. The altitude scheduled reference heading error
trajectory described in Section 4 was selected as the preferred configuration as
it eliminated the drawbacks of the rate limited align entry.
Rudder Bias Generation
A sideslip angle is generated while aligning the airplane with the runway in
the presence of a crosswind. This sideslip must be held with the rudder. Three
methods for generating the steady state rudder deflection were evaluated. An
open loop rudder predict term, based on heading error at align entry, was evaluated
in conjunction with the flat decrab configuration and was found to be subject to
limitations inherent in most open loop compensation. In the second technique the
steady state rudder command was obtained from a crosswind estimate. Good performance
6-14
was obtained with this method for the Augmentor Wing airplane, but the computation
is fairly complex and it requires a prior knowledge of several of the airplane's
stability derivatives. The third method that was im plemented in the recommended
control law is a closed loop rudder control using heading reference trajectory
error and its integral to drive the rudder (as described in 4.2). The aircraft is
able to track the model trajectory with only small errors, thus allowing the use of
a high gain integral term to provide the required stead y rudder during the
alignment.
Wing Down Compensation
A roll command is needed at align entry to minimize the roll transient due to
the align rudder kick. Three techniques were considered for the Augmentor Wing
airplane. An open loop wing down predictor, a crosstrack acceleration referenced
signal and one based on pseudo crosstrack acceleration computed from bank angle and
rudder deflection. The last two methods produced good results and the
accelerometer references' signal was selected for the recommended signal because the
Augmentor Wing airplane (and the Twin Otter) have three axis accelerometers and the
accelerations are resolved into runway axes as part of the navigation
computations. An additional compensation signal, based on rudder and yaw rate to
roil wheel crossfeeds, was needed for the Twin Otter, as described in a followinq
section.
The following sections described tradeoff studies and alternative methods
that were used to solve problems that were peculiar to the Twin Otter.
6.3.2	 ROLL WHEEL CROSSFEEDS
The recommended Twin Otter lateral/directional control law includes
crossfeeds of rudder command and yaw rate to the wheel, as shown in Figure 4-7.
These crossfeeds were needed to minimize a pronounced tendency of the airplane to
deviate from the localizer, away from the wind, during runway alignment. A
sequence of alignment time histories without the crossfeeds and with 15 knots
steady crosswind is shown in Figure 6-4. The first time history is with all the
nominal Twim Otter stability derivatives. During the first two or three seconds
into the alignment the airplane banks in the wrong direction and a lateral devia-
tion developes and reaches -5.18 m (-17 ft, away from the wind) at touchdown. In
the following time histories one airplane stabilit y derivative is set to zero for
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i. --^ k1 "^@&aPOSITION	 b w
each run in order to identify the airframe parameter that contributes the most
to the problem. It is Quite obvious that the dihedral effect, L s , is the
most significant single contributor.
Crossfeeding yaw rate to the wheel proved to be effective in controlling
the adverse roll in alignment but it did not reduce the problem to a satis-
factory low level and therefore additional crossfeeds were considered.
Sideslip,
 to Wheel Crossfeed
All wheel and rudder control laws for this configuration are as shown in
Figure 4-7 with the exception of the substitution of sideslip angle for rudder
command, as shown in Figure 6-5.
r --i Kra	 !KQCF! R
deKrCF = 4.0 deg sec deK6CF 0.6 —^
FIGURE 6-5. SIDESLIP TO WHEEL CROSSFEED BLOCK DIAGRAM
An alignment time history with these crossfeeds is shown in Figure 6-6 and it is
obvious that the results are very good as the lateral deviation is kept below
0.76 m (2.5 ft).
Sideslip angle, however, is not directly available on the Twin Otter. It
can be computed through the use of the following equation:
9m6 ^(, 
-Y+ U - r)dt
0	 0	 /
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But the signal obtained this way is susceptible to drift problems and it was
therefore not adopted in the recmended control law.
Heading Error to Wheel Crossfeed
Heading change during alignment is a reasonabl y
 good approximation for
s 1 i ds 1 i o in the case of a steady crosswind. An attempt was made to use
Atl i
 - At ( see Fi gure 4-7) instead of 8 in the block diagram of F i aure 6-5.
Al i gnment time histories with 8 and Ad ► i
 - At used as crossfeed to the
wheel, are given in Figure 6-7. The headi no error crossfeed results in centerline
trackinq accuracy with a steady crosswind that is as qood as with the sideslip
crossfeed. Si gnifi cant excursions occur, however, with a sheari na crosswind and
therefore this crossfeed has been discarded.
Rudder Command to Wheel Crossfeed
A crossfeed of rudder command, along with vaw rate, to the wheel produces
qood tracking accuracy as seen in Figure 6-6 and these crossf eeds were included in
the final configuration as shown in Fiqure 4-7.
One problem associated with the use of rudder command to roll crossfeed is a
non zero rudder trim value which could introduce a disturbance into the roll axis
durinq glide slope capture. An attempt was made to incor porate a washout on
6	 to 6w but even unreasonably lonq washout time constants (100
seconds) resulted in a pronounced dearadati on of runwa y al i anent oerformance, as
can be seen in Figure 6-8, precludinq the use of a wasF,out. The im pact of rudder
trim on landing performance is therefore evaluated. Assume that most of the rudder
trim change on final approach is a result of thrust ass
.
vmmetry that occurs while
thrust is reduced in the glide slooe capture maneuver. The thrust variation
hetween straight fliqht and a 7.5 0 descent is:
AT = W Sin Y
W = 5000 kg (11,000 lb)
	 Y	 -7.50
result in AT = -652.6 kg
	 (-1436 lb)
Further assuming 10 percent thrust assvmmetry and with the moment arm of 2.5A m
(8.4 ft) the total vawinq moment is:
5-la
Figure 6. 7. Alignment Time Histories with Various Crossfeeds
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N n AT * LENGINE ' 65.3 * 2.56 n 167 kg - m (1206 ft-lb)
The rudder deflection required to com pensate for this moment is com puted from:
AN + qsb 
C n6RdR * 0
The result is 1° of rudder. This effect was simulated by insertinq a ram p of
rudder command in the crossfeed path going from zero to 1.5° (for conservatism) in
10 seconds. The lateral touchdown deviation induced by the rudder trim change was
determined to be less than 1.07 m (3.5 ft) for a glide slo pe capture maneuver at
274 m (900 ft) height, as seen in Figure 5-9.
6.3.3 RUDDER AND ALIGN LIMITS
The rudder authority limit and the yaw rate command limit (RLIM in Figure
4-7) have a significant impact on runway alignment performance. Initially,
software rudder limits in the Twin Otter automatic landing system were set at t50
(out of a mechanical travel of 21° to the right and 17 0 to the left). Statistical
landinq results were obtained for several levels of rudder and yaw rate command
limits and the results are summarized in Table 6-IV. Data were taken with the
recoff&-%ed alignment control law but with * Q
 (the alignment model value at low
altitude; see Fiqure 4-7) of 20 and therefore a 1° mean touchdown heading deviation
is obtained even without limits. The t2a heading dispersion increases b y
 a
factor of 4 when the Yaw rate command is limited  to ±3.125° instead of being
unlimited. No degradation is apparent when the unlimited rudder authority limit is
narrowed to t12° and the align limit to t2.5 0/s. Table 6-V summarizes the results
with a fixed rudder limit of t7 0 and an ali qnment limit of ±1.25 0/sec as a function
of wind and turbulence level. Even with 5 knots of crosswind the touchdown heading
dis persion is much worse than with the unlimited s ystem with 15 knots of cross-
wind. The results clearly indicate that t5° of rudder authority is inadequate. A
12 0 to 15 0 authority is needed with a high align rate limit. The recommended
control law uses 120 rudder authorit y and a 4 0/sec aliqn limit. Since the rudder
authority is a function of dynamic pressure, data were taken for both 12° authority
and 10° which is considered to be the worst case. The results are summarized in
Figure 6-10 and the 10 0 author'-. , is marginal with 15 knots crosswinds.
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TABLE 6-IV ALIGN PERFORMANCE WITH VARYING RUDDER AUTHORITY 	 _)
.:a
Align Limit RLIM (deg/sec) 1 1.25 2.5 3.125	 3.125
Rudder Limit (deg) 5 10 12 15.0	 °°	 m
	
+2.6	 +2.5	 +2.0	 +2.3
STD ^-Ieg)	 9.8-2.8	
9.4 t2.6	 4
-3.2	 1.9-1.1	 1.9-1.1	
2±0.8
NOTE: 1. Data obtained with 15 knots shearing crosswind and corresponding
turbulence.
2. Results are given as u t 2Q.
3. goo = 20.
TABLE 6-V ALIGN PERFORMANCE WITH 7 0 RUDDER AUTHORITY
Cross Wind (knots)	 5	 10	 15
*TD	 +0.7 1.5 +1.5	
5 t2.8	 9.4 t 2.6
NOTE: 1. Rudder align and position linits of 1.25°/sec and 7 0 respectively
were used.
2. The crosswind level also defines the appropriate turbulence and
shear.
3. *o = 20.
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The steady state rudder deflection required to handle a 15 knot crosswind is
readily com puted from:
N 86+N SR SR - 0
The result is 11.70
 which suggests that the recommended 120 rudder limit is the
minimum allowable value and any lower value will be detrimental to performance.
5.3.4 ADDITIONAL VARIATIONS
Minimum Heading Reference *0
The recommended alignment control law utilizes a reference trajector y for
runwa y ali gnment as shown in Figure 4-7. This trajector y starts out with d)i
the ore-align headi nq error, at a gear height of 45.7? m (1.50 ft) and it decreases
and levels  off at the final value of 4Po at 15.24 m ( 50 ft',,  A non zero value
Of 'Do
 results in an al i gnment command that is *0 degrees st +t	the runway
heading such that the ali gnment is not com plete at 15.24 m i50 ft) but the
integrator reduces the heading error to zero at touchdown. This is done to
eliminate possible overshoots of the runwa y heading. Alignment time histories for
the Twin Otter with 15 knot shearing crosswind are shown in Figure 6-11 with b0
of 20
 and 0. No overshoot tendency is apparent and the airplane touches down about
1.5 0
 short of the runway heading with the non zero t o
. Therefore, lbo
 is
zero for the recommended system.
MLS Receiving Antenna Location
Most of the work in this study was done assuming that the nose located
antenna is C.G. corrected such that the input to the lateral navigation filter is
lateral deviation at the airplane's center of gravity. Landing time histories with
a nose mounted uncorrected antenna are given in Figure 6-12. The first three of
the six traces are with 1.5 knots shearing crosswind and the second Crou p of three
traces is with 15 knots stead y crosswind. The first and fourth traces are with 10
knots shearing tailwind, the second and fifth are with zero headwind, and the third
ana sixth are with 25 knots shearin q
 headwind. With the uncorrected antenna, the
airplane's n ,)se tracks the localizer and since during ali gnment it tends to rotate
about its center of gravity it is displaced from the centerline at touchdown b y
 uo
to 1.52 m (5 ft) awa y from the wind. Lateral Mis p lacement with stead y crosswind is
laraer than with shearing crosswind.
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Increased Gains
The impact of increased gains on lateral landing deviations had been studied
prior to the determination to use yaw to roll crossfeeds to improve control.
K^	 increased from 4 to 24 deg/deq
KR 	 increased from 2.14 to 3.0 deg/deg/sec
K v	 increased from 0.197 (0.06) to 0.656 f0.30) deq/m (deq/ft)
Time histories with the increased Ka
 and KR are given in Fiqure 5-13.
These gains improve lateral control but a touchdown deviation of 2.13 m ( 7 ft)
still occurs with 15 knot shearing crosswind. Time histories with the increased
Km, KR and Ky are qiven in Figure 6-14. Control is im proved but it is not
so good as with the cro:^sfeeds (see Figure 6-1). Also, these high gains result in
excessive wheel activity and they are therefore not utilized in the final system
configuration.
The label "Hold at T.D." in Fiqure 6-13 means that the simulation computer is
switched to the Hold Mode at touchdown which is the wa y the simulation is normally
operated. "No Hold at T.D." means that the simulation was allowed to run oast the
touchdown altitude as if the runway was not there, in order to evaluate system
dynamics by allowinq more time in which transients can develop.
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7.0	 CONCLUSION S
The conclusions of this light wing loading STOL aircraft autom atic landing
study results are given here. These conclusions are based on results ohtained from
simulation.	 ^
1. This light wing loading airplane o perates on the front side of the required
power curve and therefore a conventional control strate gy can be used.
F 11 qht path i s eff ecti ve 1 y control 1 ed with the elevator and airspeed with the
throttles. This is in contrast with the situation of the powered lift STOL
airplane operating on the back side of the power curve. There, the throttles
are used for flight path control and the elevator for airs peed as described
i n Reference 1.
2. The control laws that were develo ped are capable of producing landing
pert ormance that is consistent with Categor y III operation into STOL runways
as defined in Ref erence q.
3. The use of the fast responding DLC spoilers enhances flight path control
bandwidth and im proves landing perf orm ante. The im provement is mostl y in
sink rate for the constant flare height configuration and mostly in range for
the variable flare height control law.
4. All the control laws that were evaluated resulted in a flat touchdown
attitude with this li ght wing loading air plane. Attem pts to arbitrarily
command a higher attitude resulted in excessively lon g landin gs. The lift
reduction ca pability of the Twin Otter spoilers was a pproximatel y 0.13 q. A
higher lift reduction capabilit y, if available, would have probably allowed
rotation to higher attitudes without floating. Lower approach airs pee^ for
spoilers might have also been beneficial.
5. The constant flare height closed loo p longitudinal control laws produce equal
or hetter landing accurac y and are much simpler in structure than the
^	 variable flare hPirht control laws, usin g orP^lictive Ditch and elevator terms.
^.
	
	 Landing oerf onnan^e results that were ohtained for the li ght wing loading
Twin Otter are very similar to these obtained in a previous stt,^v fRef erence
11 for the Dowered 1 i ft Augmentor Wi nq ai rp lane ^iesoi to almost a f actor of
7_i
.: ._.,
_ _	
.^^
two difference in wing loading between the two aircraft. The two aircraft
approach to land at approximately the same speed.
1.	 Turbulence and winds are the mayor contributors to landing dispersions.
Beam disturbances have no significant impact on the longitudinal axis
but they do affect lateral performance.
8. Yaw rate and rudder to wheel crossfeeds were used to overcome the adverse
effect of a pronounced dihedral effect on lateral landing performance.
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The non-piloted simulation of the modified DeHavilland DHC-6-100 Twin
Otter research STOP aircraft and its automatic landi^^g system are defined
in this appendix. This si+^wlation definit'^n includes:
1. Airframe Dynamics
2. Control Dynamics	 ^.
3. Geometry and Sensors
4. Beam Noise Model
5. Wind Models
A-1 Airframe Dynamics
The three nominal flight conditions for this study are defined below.
LONGITUDINAL
	
LATER_AL;DIRECTIONAL
NO OLC	 DLC
499'J (11000)	 4990 (11000)
'	 71	 75
-3	 -3
-6	 -6
Weight, kg (ib)
Speed, kt
Angle of Attack, deg
Glide Slope, deg
Flaps, deg
Spoilers, deg
35.4	 35.4
0	 20
4990 (11000)
70.5
-3.8
-7.5
35.4
0
It should be noted that the glide slope angle for the longitudinal studies
is 6° whereas 7.5° was used far the lateral/directional worY.. This is due
to the fact that the lateral studies were conducted earlier when 7.5° was
planned to be used as the nominal approach angle. Later on, the 6° Slide
slope was selected as a more appropriate value.
The approach speed with spoilers is higher in ender to provide adequate
stall margin with the wing spoilers extended.
A-1
A-1.1 Equations of hbtion
The normal set of uncoupled, linearized, small perturbation aero-
dyn^mic equations of motion were used as documented in Tables A-I and A-III.
The aircraft equations and stability derivatives included in the separate
longitudinal and lateral landing simulations are described in detail along
with representative time responses. Note that the important aerodynamic
nonlinearities, such as ground effect, were also included in the simulation.
A-1.2 Stability Derivatives
Twin Otter longitudinal dimensional stability derivatives and other
pertinent data are included in Table A-II and the lateral directional data
are in Table A-IV. The aerodynamic data are based on NASA's simulation
documentation. Spoiler derivatives were obtained from flight tests by NASA.
A-1.3 Airframe Response Characteristics
Characteristic roots for the nominal approach cases are given below.
Longitudinal (75 kt)	 .	 a sp= 0.605	 asp= 2.24 rps
k ph = 0.141	 mph = 0.313 rps
Lateral (10.5 kt;
	
FOR- 0.301
	
CDR= 1.467 rps
i s	-11.27 sec	 T R	0.246 sec
The longitudinal free airframe responses to step elevator, throttle and DLC
spoilers are given in Figure A-1 and responses to u and a gust inputs are
given in Figure A-2. Lateral/directional free airframe responses to wheel,
rudder and B gust steps, as well as roll rate and yaw rate initial condition,
are given in Figure ^-3.
A-2	 Control System Dynamics
For the Twin Ofi^^r vehicle, control surface aerodynamic and inertia lows
were sufficiently small that accelQration limits and detailed actuator models
A-2
iTABLE A-I. LONGITUDINAL EQUATIONS OF MOTION
u	 Xu uA + }^ wA - g cos yo d + ^ XaE HF + Xd m b th + XbsP 6sP
w	 Z„ u A + Zw w + Zw wA + (U i + Zq ) q + ^ Zc E HF + Zap d^ + ZBeh ^h + Zd sP 8 sP
q	 M„ uA + Mw ^+ + Mw WA +Ma e « ^ Mc E `iF + M6. a. + MBen ^+ + MasP asP
a NACC "	 ^i 9 - W) COS^D - 11 S1r1Iyo
 t eACC q	 .
a YACC ' u +gd
hCG =	 U^ (^T -(YD ) - W^ COs 7D
he ^ h^ - Zc COS dD + Xc 6T
hRA ^ ho
the ^ he — Rc Sin yo + XRC (dT — yD ) — Zqc COS do
uA 
= U^ — Uo + uwrrD
wA	 wi t wWIND
HF = e he ^hce
NOTES: uA , wA are incremental aerodynamic values about trim.
d is incremental pitch attitude about trim.
the subscripts "o " and r indicate trim and total values respectively. The subscript i indicates
inertial quantity.
r ^ J
TABLE A-II. LONGITUDINAL STABILITY DERIVATIVES
W	 kg, (lb)	 4990 (11,000),	 ao ^ - 3 °,	 Yo	 -6°,	 Flap 35.4°
Iy
 kq-m2 ( aluq-ft2 ) = 33082 ( 24400)
WITHOUT SPOILERS WITH SPOILERS
Uo kt 71 75
a spo deq 0 20
X* 1/sec -0.0883 -0.0911
tt
X 1/sec 0.1346 0.1423
w
Xa^ m/sect /rad (fps2 /rad) 4 . 356	 (14 . 29) 4.866	 (15.96)
m/sect /rad (fps 2 /rad) -0.3573	 (--1.172)Xasp _
Z* 1/sec -0.4836 -0.4578
u
Z 1/sec - 1 .009 -1.066
w
Z • -0.0086 -0.0086
m/sect /rps (fps 2 /rps) -0.953	 (-3.127) -1.007	 ( -3.304)Zq
Zbe m/sect /rad (fps 2 /rad) -2 . 896	 (-9 .50) -3.234	 (-10.61)
Zdth m/sect /rad (fps 2 /rad) -5 . 360	 (-17.59) -5.989	 ( -19.65)
Zdsp m/sect /sad (fps 2/rad) - 3 .566	 (11.70)
"^* u rps2/m/sec (rps 2 /fps) . 0.00478	 (0.00146) 0.00533	 (0.00163)
Mw rps2/m/sec (rps 2/fps) -0.09161	 (-0.027°2) -0.09677	 (-0.02949)
M • rps2/m/sect ( rps2 /fps 2 ) -0.1006	 (-0.00306) -0.1006	 (-0.00306)
w
Mq 1/sec -1.203 -1.271
1/sect -3.384 -3.778Mbe
i/sect -0.6096 -0.6808Maw
1 /sect - 0.213Masp
^X^ m/sect	 (fps 2 ) 0.179	 (0.589) 0.200	 (0.657)
OZ^E m/sect ( fps 2 ) -1.02	 (-3.36) -1.14	 (-3.75)
^M^ rps2 -0.551 -0.615
h^E m	 (ft) 3.65	 (12) 3.66	 (12)
NOTE: ALL DERIVATIVES ARE IN STABILITY AXES
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TABLE A-III. LATERAL/DIRECTIONAL EQUATIONS OF MOTION
Lateral/Directional
Uo.gl = Yp • PA 	 +Yr.rA-Uo•r+YS•sA+gcosYO•m
+Y aR d R 	 +YaA • dA
p = L p ' PA + —^ Z • r + ^-r' rA + L s , s + L s • sA
x
+L aR ^ d R + LaA ' aA
Ixz
r Np . pA + —^.. P +Nr ' rA +NS• a 
+N6 ' eA
^aR ' d R ^aA aA
p	 COS a0
r^ B
	
sin a
0
	
- sin ao	 p
	
cos ao	 r
s
Body axes rates
Euler rates
Lateral acceleration
Runway crosstrack acceleration
m = pB + tan e o . rB
V3 rB
YR	 (ay + gm) cos ^ cos oW
sA = ^I + sWIND
^^' - i' - 'RUNWAY
The A and o subscripts denote aerodynamic and trim quantities, respectively.
The B subscript denotes body axes quantities.
The subscript 1 indicates inertial quantity.
A-5
TABLE A-IV.	 LATERAL DIRECTIONAL STABILITY DERIVATIVES
Uo kt 70.5
ao deg -3.8
I X kg-m2 (slug-ft2 ) 22776 (16800)
I Z kg-m2 (slug-ft2 ) 50908 (37550)
I XZ kg-m2 (slug-ft2 ) 1898 (1400)
yp/Uo - -0,00473
yriUo - 0.0236
ys/uo 1/sec -0.1756
ydR/Uo 1/sec 0.068
yaA
/uo 1/sec 0.00059
Lp 1/sec -4.089
Lr 1/sec 2.9896
L^ 1/sec 0
L s 1/sect -2.052
LaR 1/sect 1.321
LgA 1/sect -5.473
Np 1/sec 0.0067
Nr 1/sec -0.6880
Ng 1/sec 0
Ns 1/sect 1.15
N 6R 1/sect -:,818
NSA 1/sect -0.4872
NOTE: 1. All derivatives and inertias are Given in stability ax?s.
2. All angles are in radians unless t!':r^erwise noted.
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were no: required. Thus only ±mportant nonlinearities as rate and position
limits were included in this study. The simplified actuator models are
described in this section.
The throttle, engine, elevator and ^aoiler actuator models are given in
Figure A-4. The one second lag in the throttle servo, as shown in the Figure,
was included with the variable flare height and the low gain constant flare
height control law configurations. The high gain constant flare height con-
figuration rssumed a high bandwidth throttle servo b^:c the same engine dynamics
as shown in the Figure. The turboprop engine dynamics are different for
throttle advance or retard. The throttle and elevator position limits of
Figure A-4 are with respect to a zero wind nominal trim position. Spoiler
limiis are in terms of actual spc^^' 1er deflection.
The wheel-aileron and rudder models are shown in Figure A-5. Note that
initially mechanized rudder limits had been t5° and were found to be inadequate
foe• the 15 knot crosswind landing requirement. Accordingly, the rudder limits
were modified to t12°. The limits are dependent on dynamic pressure and a 410°
worst case limit was assumed during part of the simulat'1^"'<:
A-3 Gesxaetry and Sensors
A-3.1 Sensor Geometry
The relative geometry of the gear, c.g., and MLS antenna are illustrated
in Figure A-6. The gear and MLS receiver location are expre:,sPd in terms of
cg height above the runway by the expressions:
h0	 hcg - Z O cos e + X O s i n e	 XREC = 5.97m ;'9.58 ft)
hREC = hcg	 ZREC cos e + XREC sin e
	
Z
REC = 0.78m (2.56 ft)
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FIGURE A-6. AIRPLANE GEOMETRY
A-3.2 Physical Data
Sensor location, landing gear geometry and the weight, moments of inertia
and dimensions of the Twin Otter airplane in the landing configuration are given
in Table A-V. This geometry defines the following absolute touchdown constraints
for this vehicle:
8Tp max	 12°
eTD min	 -1.5°
^ wing scrape
	
19°
A-3.3 Sensor Models
Oniy those sensors whose dynamics or errors impact landing performance
are discussed in this section. Also, only the errors which affect landing
performance are included. The properties of the sensors which impact landing
performance are summarized in Table A-VI.
Although MLS yields discrete information at 5 scans per second for
elevation 1 and azimuth guidance, and 40 per second for OME, continuous pos-
ition inputs were used during these studies. During the previous glide slope
A-15
TABLE A-V. PHYSICAL DATA FOR LANDING CONFIGURATION
Sensor Location FS	 WL BL
CG (26% MAC) 529.64 (208.52)	 254 (100) 0
MLS Antenna
-67.31	 (-26.5)	 177.8 (70) 0
Radar Altimeter 589.28 (23?_)	 127 (50) 0
Accelerometers 458.88 (180.66)	 254 (100) 0
GEAR GEOMETRY
Nose Right Left
XG 3.937	 (12.9) -0.596	 (-1.956) -0.96 (-1.956)
YG 0.0 1.828	 (6.0)
-1.828 (-6.0)
ZG 1.99 (6.53) 1.99 (6.53) 1.99	 (6.53)
ZCompression
•253 (0.83) .311	 (1.02) .311	 (1.02)
AIRCRAFT DIMENSIONS
W 48947	 N (11,000	 lb)
I X 2277E	 Kg-m2 (16,800	 slug-f t2)
I Y 33079	 Kg-m2 (24,400	 slug-ft2)
I Z 50908	 Kg-m2 (37,550
	 slug-f t2)
I XZ 1898	 Kg-m2 (1,400	 slug-f t2)
Swing 39.02m2 (420 ft2)
b 19.812 m (65 ft)
^ 1.98 m (6.5 ft)
NOTES: 11 Sensor location is expressed in centimeters (inches)
2) Gear geometry is expressed in meters (feet)
3) WLCG is estimated.
^^
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and localizer track MLS studies reported in Reference A-1, it was determined that
these update rates provided control activit y and landing performance identical to a
continuous guidance signal, especially if heam filtering is used. Although
continuous position signals were used to limit simulation complexity, the actual
MLS error models defined below were included to maintain fidelit y in the results.
In addition, the effect of qui dance signal resolution was i nvesti gated usi nq the
model described in the following section. Only azimuth effects were considered
since the effects of the elevation si Qnal resolution are minim al .
TABLE A-V I. SENSOR CHARACTERISTICS
ERRORS	 _
Sias - ±I.03m (±3.^ ft)
Figure A-7
Verticality - ±.5°
False erection - t1.0°
Gross axis sensitivit y .O1
f:quivalent Bias - ±4.0°
S^'iS OR	 DYNAMICS
Rader A 1 timeter	 1
GS/i.00 Receiver	 a
^+T
Vertical Gyro
Accelerometers
Course Datum	 `^^-
NOTE: All errors are given as 4.5a values.
A-4	 Beam Disturbance Models
?.-^.?	 Beam Noise
In this stucy, both M(10ILS and MLS error models were used. The azimuth,
elevation, and DME error am plitudes, spectral characteristics, and resolution are
given in Fi gure A-7. It should be noted that the effect of OME inaccuracies is
sm all with res pect to the anai^lar errors durin g the final approach. The noise and
bias values `or the MLS are based on the preliminar y s pecification for the system
at the Navv Crows Lanoinq Auxiliary Landing Field.
a-17
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FIGURE A-7 MODELS AND MLS ERROR MODELS
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A-4.2 Azimuth Signal Discretizatian
Two significant sources of discretization exist in the lateral guid-
ance signal:
i) Azimuth resolution of .1 degrees for MODILS, .01 degrees for MLS.
ii) Digital autopilot scaling of 1.22 m (4 ft) per bit.
The MODILS lateral deviation resolution is a function of slant range.
Assuming the typical STOL-port geometry shown in Section 3, with a 7.5 degree
descent path, the .i degree discretization yields about 1.07 m (3.5 ft) at
touchdown and 6.1 m (20 ft) at 304.8 m (1000 ft) altitude. Thus the azimuth
resolution is the ma,^or contributor to lateral discretization with MOOILS,
and its impact on track and align performance was determined. The implementa-
tion diagram and discretization effects with sinusoidal input are given as
Figure A-8.
With MLS, the azimuth resolution is improved by an order of magnitude. To
take advantage of this improved guidance signal quality, the digital signal
resolution was increased for approach. A resolution of better than .305 m
(1 ft) would provide an essentially continuous guidance signal. Thus a con-
tinuous azimuth signal adequately models the MLS system characteristics.
A DME resolution of 18.532 m (.O1 N.miles) yields only .305 m (1 ft)
discretization error at a 1 degree azimuth error. Since aircraft azimuth
deviation is always less than 1 degree during final track and alignment, the
DME resolution has insignificant impact on lateral signal discretization.
A-5 Atmospheric Disturbance Models
In these landing studies, both a standard atmospheric disturbance model
and specific deterministic wind inputs were considered. The final performance
determination was based on the standard disturbance mode'.
.)
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A-5.1	 Standard Wind Model
The wind model used for obtaining all the statistical data is closely
patterned after the standard FAA wind model specified in AC-"10-57A (Reference 1)
and described more fully in References 4 and 5. The total wind level also
determines the turbulence amplitudes, while the shear corres pornds to the headwind
and crosswind components. A summary
 of the standard wind model is shown as Figure
A-9. The wind shear of this model consists of a stead y wind at altitude down to
61 m (Z00 f t.) at which point the wind decreases linearly with decreasing altitude
all the way to the ground. The nominal wind magnitudE^ is given as the value at the
7.62 m (25 f t) ref erence altitude. Thus, a 25 knot shearing headwind has a 42.5
knot magnitude at altitude, decreasing to 2?_.5 knots at zero height. Similarly, a
10 knot shearing tailwind decreases in magnitude from 17 to 4 knots and a 15 knot
crosswind shears from 25.5 to 13.5 knots. The ma gnitude of the horizontal
turbulence, according to this model, is proportional t.o the wind level, as shown in
Figure A-9. For conservatism, most statistical Aata in this study were taken
assuni ng a 70 percent orobabi 1 i tv of encountering a 25 4no t shears nq headwind with
the associated a u
 of 3.75 knots and a 30 percent probabilit y of encountering a
10 knot shearing tailwind with a turhulence level cf 2,70 knots RMS. The
horizontal turhulence levels given above were com puted from the formula ou .
0.15 WItVDV given in Figure A- g . WIN DV is the total wind velocit y and in the case
of the 25 knot headwind, WIN DV is 25 knots. The 10 knot tailwind is assured to be
associated with a 15 knot crosswind, resulting in a total wind of 18 knots. These
maximum conditions are ref erred tU as limiting winds in the bod y of the report.
The localizer track ar^d runway alignment data were taken with 15 knots shearing
crosswind and ev
 of 2.25 knots. Ref erence 7 assigns a 1 percent probability
with headwinds in excess of 25 knots and 4 percent with crosswinds exceeding 15
knots. The much higher probabilities used in this study produce conservative
results. A constant level of 1.5 knots RMS vertical turbulence (invariable with
al ti tude or wind cords ti ors) was used. For this study, winds were assumed to be i n
earth local level axes and transformed into aircraft axes. No pith rate gusts
were used, since their eff ects are negligibly small com pared to horizontal and
vertical turbulence. Uncorrelated white noise generators were used for
longitudinal, lateral, vertical, and roll rate gusts.
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A-5.2 Logarithmic Wind Shear
The performanu: of the various glide slope track and flare control laws
was evaluated deterministically with the standard linear wind shears described
above and also with the logarithmic shears, as defined by the following ex-
pression:
WINO	
REF [0.4512 1og 10
 (3.28084*h) + 0.3692]
h is expressed in meters.
^41IND ^ REF at 7.62 m (25 ft)
Twenty five knot standard and logarithmic shear profiles are shown in Figure A-10.
The logarithmic shear is a more severe disturbance during the flare because of
its steeper gradient below 15.24 m (50 ft).
A-5.3 Altitude Profiles for Lateral Landin s
Since the time between align initiate and touchdown can have a significant
impact on landing performance, the effect of longitudinal winds and shears on
lateE •al ,erformance was included in the simulation.
A simplified flare model was constructed, with the altitude trajectory
varying with inertial velocity and flare time constant in a manner very
similar to the actual pitch approach and flare control system. The altitude
profile generator block diagram is given as Figure A-11, with sample profiles
for limiting headwind and tailwind shown in Figure A-12.
This altitude trajectory is used to drive the sidewind shear and the
align model, and to indicate touchdown. Thus the proper relationship is
maintained between altitude and time for all downwind conditions, to allow
realistic determination of lateral landing performance.
:^
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APPENDIX B
SUPPLEMENTARY GLIDE SLOPE TRACK AKO FLARE
SIMULATION RESULTS
This Appendix contains simulation generated landing time histories and
flare trajectories that supplement these given in Section 5 to cover all the
major longitudinal control law configurations and deterministic disturbances
that were evaluated. The simulation generated probability distributions of
longitudinal landing variables, on which the Section 5 summaries are based,
are also given here.
The landing time histories of the variable flare height configuration and
the low gain constant flare height configuration, both with spoilers and stan-
dard wind shears (as defined in Appendix A) were given in Section 5 as Figures
5-1 and 5-2. Landing time histories for all the remaining combinations of
evaluated configurations and deterministic disturbances, including logarithmic
wind shears (defined in Appendix A) are given here as Figures B-1 through B-10.
Similarly, the hJh flare trajectories for the variable flare height con-
figuration and the low gain constant flare height configuration, both without
spoilers and with logarithmic wind shears, are given in Section 5 as Figures
5-3 and 5-4. The flare trajectories for the remaining configurations and dis-
turbances are given here as Figures B-11 through B-20.
Figures B-21 through B-li0 are the probability distributions of the longi-
tudinal landing variables. These variables are touchdown sink rate, range
(measured from the GPIP), pitch attitude and airspeed, and the deviation from
the glide-slope at the 30.48 m (100 ft) window height is also given. In
Figures B-21 through B-50 one curve is given per variable, obtained by com-
bining results obtained for 25 knot shearing headwind and a horizontal turbu-
lence level of 3.75 kt ,.s, with results for 10 knots shearing tailwind and
a horizontal tur^ulence level of 2.70 knots. Both headwind and tailwind results
were obtained with 1.50 knots of vertical turbulence and MLS beam noise. The
results were combined assuming 70^ probability for the headwind and 3Oi; for
the tailwind. Figures B-51 through B-110 have two or three curves for each
variable, where each curve represents one specific set of deterministic and
stochastic disturbances, as indicated on the figure or in the list of rigures.
All statistical data for the Twin Otter were obtained with the standard wind
models that are defined in Appendix A.
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APPENDIX C
SUPPLEMENTARY LOCALIZER TRACK AND RUNWAY ALIGNMENT
SIMULATION RESULTS
This Appendix contains a discussion of the effects of gyro and accelero-
meter errors on lateral landing performance. Simulation generated landing
time histories to supplement these given fn Section 6, are also included here.
Landing time histories are given for the various control law variations that
were evaluated during these stuc+i^s. Localizer track activity traces and
time histories of responses to various failures are given, as wel? ^s responses
to sensor errors. Simulation generated probability distributions of the
lateral/directional landing variable:- are also given here. Probability distri-
butions for various system and disturbance variations are i^c'luded. Perfor-
mance resu?ts that are summarized in Section 6, are based in part on these data.
C-1
C-1 DISCUSSION OF 6YR0 ANO ACCELEROMETER ERROR EFFECTS ON LATERAL AXIS
PERFORMANCE
The lateral axis control law accepts as inputs the following signals:
I. Roll attitude
2. Roll rate
3. Runway axis lateral acceleration
4. Pos	 ^ and rate data from the navigation filter (Y f , lff)
These signals are necessarily corrupted by a finite amount of noise and
errors of various kinds. The most commonly discussed noise is that associated
with the localizes deviation signal and is the reason for the use of the navi-
gation filter. The sensitivity of the autolandsystem to this source of noise
is assessed with the simulation by applying random gaussian noise through the
appropriate filter and summing this with the Y deviation data. The attitude,
attitude rate, and acceleration signals are normally characterized as ha^in^ a
Dias (null error). Slow time varying attitude errors due to gyro drift and
erection to a false vertical also must be considered. Furthermore, the runway
axis lateral acceleration signal, which is used for wing down compensation in
align and fir localizes signal augmentation in the navigation filter, includes
signal product terms such as a x e^ and therefore will contain time varying
error signals due to bias errors in either siynal.
The following material will evaluate these errors quantitatively and a
s^m+ary of the analysis will be offered at the end of this section.
C-1.1.1 ACCELEROMETER ERRORS
Accelerometer errors effect th^^ aircraft through the :y R path. The expression
for yR was developed in Reference ^ where it is shown that the dominant terms are:
	
YR	 ay. + axl off . 
^ aZl ^,
where the prime indicates the error components and 'the 1 indica*.es the correct
value. Each of these terms is being Affected by accelerations occurring at
C-•'_
different times:
ay" - occurs mainly due to accelerometer cross ax's sensitivity and there-
fore will be affected whenever sustained forward or normal accelera-
tion exist. Such accelerations may occur under the following conditions:
a) During the pushover manuever (H < 1000 ft)
Mainly the forward acceleration is affected, and the estimated
value is a xl	 1 ft/sect . It is also assumed that this change
occurs as a step fora duration of 20 sec ( estimated time for the
pushover maneuver to be completed).
b) Due to wind shear
According to the defined wind model, wind shear will a`fect
the forward acceleration starting at 200 ft through touchdown.
The estimated value is a x 	1 ft/sect.
1
c) During Flare (H < 50 ft)
Duri.rg this phase, the normal and longitudinal accelerations
are present and the maximum estimateu value is
a2	 5 rt/sec2 (4.5a )
1
ax ^ 2 ft/sec2
1
ax ^,y'-	 The maxim^^m ( 4.Saj estimated compass syster,^ error is ^3°. This
1	 term will affect the aircraft whenever linear accelerations
(ax l ) exist according to the list above.
aZl m" -	 The maximum estimated roll angle error is 1.6° (4.5 Q). This terrte
will affect the aircraft during the flare maneuver only because
of the associated normal acceleration.
C-3
,^
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Figure C-17 shows the effect of a .5 fps 2 step in yR error inserted at
an altitude of H	 1000'. In the first two traces, the step was removed
after 20 sec and in the other two the step was maintained through touchdown.
The worst case, which is a combination of sustained acceleration error and
shearing crosswind is 10 ft/fps 2 and will be assessed on a 4.5^ basis. Figure
C-18 shows the effect of steps inserted at altitudes of H = 200 feet (effect
of shear) and H = 50 feet (flare) respectively. The touchdown deviation is
60 ft/fps 2 and 8 ft/fps 2 , respectively.
Errors Due to the ay ' term
The cross axis sensitivity is estimated to be 0.01 g/g^on a 4.5a basis.
Therefore, the total lateral deviation will be:
Errors Oue to ax l e^"term
1 ft/sect '^ 0.01 * 70 = 0.7 ft
1 ft/sect * 0.01 * 60 = 0.6 ft
5 ft/sec t * 0.01 * 8 = 0.4 ft
2 ft/sect * 0.0: * 8 = 0.16 ft
RSS total	 1.02 ft (4.5a)
0
1 ft/sect * ^-3* 70 = 4.9 ft
O
1 ft/sect * ^3* 60 = 4.2 ft
a) Pushover maneuver:
b) Wind shears:
c] Ouring flare:
.:^-- =
a) Pushover maneuver:
b) Wind shears:
RSS tc*.al
	
6.45 ft
Errors Due to a Zl m^term
Ttiis teen exists only during fiarp ; to give:
5 ft/sec t * 5^ * 8 1.12 ft
The different contributors to the touchdown error are also RSS ed to give a
total estimated touchdown deviation of 6.62 ft on a 4.5a basis or 2.95 ft on a
?a basis.
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C-1.1.2.	 GYRO ERRORS
Gyro errors may arise because of:
a) Verticality error
b) False erection
Gyro data suggests max. verticality error of 0.6 degree (4.50) and a
maximum error of 1. degree due to false erection to give a total of 1.60°
(4.50). It is assumed that the rate of erection is in the order of 1.0 to
2.0 degrees p?r minute.
False erection may occur due to uncoordinated maneuvers which cause lateral
accelerations, followed by erection to a false vertical. Such maneuvers may
occur prior to final approach and during the align maneuver. The same maximum
errors, as stated above, will be assumed for both cases. It is also assumed
that final approach and iocalizer mode initiation occur at an altitude of
H	 1000 ft.
Figure C-19 shows the response to a^ existing 1.0 degree error prior to
1
Tocalizer mode initiation. A steady state defined by y	 =0--^ = 16.7 ft
y.
is maintained. The first trace shows the response following the mode initiation
and the second trace shows the same, this time with the gyro erecting back at
the rate of 1.0 degree per minute. If a worst case of tailwind is assumed, the
elapsed time from H = 1000 ft to touchdown will be about 60 sec which will leave
a 1at^ral deviation error of 6 ft/degree. As a point of interest, Fig C-20
shows the same response carried throughout the align maneuver with limiting
crosswind and crosswind shear. The touchdown error is 5 ft/degree.
Fig C-21 shows the same response, this time with a gyro erection rate of
2°/min. Although the lateral deviation is peaking earlier, the same 6 ft/degree
touchdown deviation rert+ains after 60 sec,
Fig C-20 also shows the response to the erection cycle occurring at the
align altitude (H	 150 ft). It is assumed that the aircraft is centered on
C-5
--
the beam prior to align and the only disturbance is due to the rate of erection
trying to respond to the lateral acceleration. The max. error at touchdown is
about 1.5 ft. For reference, the same response with limiting crosswind and
crosswind shear is also shown.
Summary of Gyro Errors
Errors existing prior to mode initiation:
6 ft/deg X 1.6° 	 9.6 ft
Errors at align:
1.5 ft
RSS total	 9.72 ft (4.5c)
C-1.1.3 SUMrWRY OF TOTAL ERRORS (Accelerometer and Gyro)
Total accelerometer errors: 	 6.62 ft
Total gyro errors:	 9.T2 ft
RSS total:	 11.76 ft
or, a total touchdown error of 5.23 ft en a 20 basis.
C-1.2 INCREASED K^
-^
Since a higher lateral deviation proportional gain (Ky) was considered,
error analysis is performed fora Ky 2Ky . Figures C-22 through C-24 repeat
most of ttie traces for this higher gain and the following is the error calcula-
tion based on the same assumptions as were defined above.
C-1.2.1 ACCELEROMETER ERRORS:
Cross Axis Sensitivity
Pushover maneuver: 	 1 ft/sect
 X 0.01 X 48 ft/ft/sec t	.48 ft
(continuous step, worst case)
^-^1Z1G1tiAL PAGE LS
^' P(X)k QUALITY
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mom:-^^	 v,^.^^..^, -^=1 ^N^,^s^^.	 ,_	 _	 _.
ct
b) Wind shears (H < 200 ft): 1 ft/sec t X 0.01 X 46 ft/ft/sec t	.46 ft
c) During flare:	 5 ft/sect X 0.01 X 5 ft/ft/sec t = .30 ft
	
2 ft/sect X 0.01 X 6 ft/ft/sec t	.12 ft
	
RSS total	 .74 ft
°
1 ft/sect X 
^3 
X 48 ft/ft/sect 3.35 ft
°
1 ft/sect X ^--3 X 46 ft/ft/sec t 3.21 ft
RSS total	 4.64 ft
Errors Due to the axl n,y^ term:
a) Push over maneuver:
b) Wind shears:
Error Due to az l ^" term:
°
5 ft/sect X ^ X 6 ft/ft/sec	 0.84 ft
Total 4.5o RSS ed accelerometer errors is: 4.77 ft, or a 2a value of
2.12 feet.
C-1.2.2 GYRO ERRORS
Errors existing prior to mode initiation:
	
1 ft/deg X 1.6°	 1.6 ft
Error at align:
(due to max. erection rats)
1.0 ft
	
RSS total	 1.9 ft
C-7
C-1.2.3 St^WRY OF TOTAL ERRORS (Accelerometer and Gyro}
for the Ky ^= 2Ky case:
Total accelerometer errors: 4.77 ft (4.50)
Totaj gyro errors:	 1.9ft (4.50)
RSS total: 5.13 ft (4.50}
or, a total touchdown error of 2.28 ft on a 20 basis.
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